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I PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The problem studied and reported upon in the pages to
follow is one that grew out of the experience of the writer as an
adviser of students majoring in any of the several fields of science
for which curricula are provided at Oregon State College.
Entering college students are accustomed to having decis
ions regarding their education and their daily lives made for them.
Parents, teachers, and the general public employ laws, customs and
regulations to circumscribe their lives.The period during which
attendance at school is compulsory and the courses required in the
elementary and secondary schools are rather definitely determined by
law or by administrative edict; many expect to find in college more
of the kind of supervision experienced in high school.To such
students it comes as a shock to recognise they must accept the
responsibility for initiative and self discipline in getting the
job done, if they are to survive and to graduate.
Whether the counselor believes a place must be provided
for each individual or that the individual must learn to adjust to
the circumstances in which he finds himself, the problem of counsel
ing students remains a very real one.In either case it is necessary2
to have at hand all available information concerning the relationship
of many factors associated with the lives of individuals and the
degrees of success achieved because of, or perhaps in spite of, them.
The purpose of this study is to provide as much information
as possible concerning factors related to the academic success of
undergraduate students of science at Oregon State College.An at
tempt was made to verify the existence of significant relationships
between a wide variety of factors and the academic success of students
who had graduated from the School of Science during the twentyone
year period beginning in 1932-33 and ending with the 1952-53 school
year.It differs from other studies known to the writer in the
specific population selected for study and in including a greater
number of factors for investigation than is the usual case in studies
of prognosis reported in the literature.
The choice of a population limited to the above stated
chronological period is based upon two events.The first of these was
the date of origin of the School of Science which came into being with
the reorganization of the Oregon State System of Higher Education in
1932.This school is designed to function not only as a service
school, organized to provide the instruction required in basic
sciences and mathematics by students enrolled in the seven under
graduate professional schools, the Graduate School, and theLower
Division, but to make available as well, a wide variety ofcurricula
leading to undergraduate degrees in the arts and sciences.In
addition to these continuing responsibilities itprovides3
pre-professional curricula in several of the medical and dental fields.
The second and terminating event was the determination of the sample
from which data for study were provtded.The population thus deter-
mined consists of the entire number of students having earned bacca-
laureate degrees during the life of the School of Science to July 1,
1953.
It is recognized that while this population represents one
in which academic success is evident by virtue of its entire member-
ship having satisfied the requirements for undergraduate degrees,
there exist in it very wide variations in success as represented by
grade point averages ranging from the minimum 2.00 required for
graduation to some closely approaching, but never quite reaching, the
possible maximum of 4.00.
It seems desirable to make clear an understanding that any
conclusions reached here regarding the relationship of the scholarship
of this group with factors that were known or possible of determination
at the time its members matriculated at college leave much to be
answered with regard to the effect, the same factors may have had in
causing a much larger number of students, contemporary with these at
matriculation, to drop out of school and fail to reach graduation.
Figures available in the office of the Registrar (102)
show that during the period with which this study is concerned, 23,735
students matriculated as freshmen at Oregon State College.Of this
number, 36.2 per cent failed to return as sophomores, 19.8 per cent
failed to return as juniors, 10.4 per cent failed to return as seniors,4
13.2 per cent continued in college during the fourthyear but did not
graduate until later, if at all.Just 17.3 per cent received bachelor
degrees within four years of matriculation.These figures, showing
the degree of survival represented by each graduatingclass, range
from a minimum of 8 per cent earning bachelor degrees infour years
to a maximum of 24 per cent.The minima fall as might be expected, in
the war years 1944 and 1945 which show a survival of 8 and 9per cent
respectively, and again in 1950 with 10 per centas the figure.The
maximum survival is shown by a completion figure of 24per cent which
occurred in 1936.Recent figures compiled since 1950 show survival
rates again approaching the maximum with annual rates above 20per cent.
It should be kept in mind that classes showing minima survivalrates
insofar as graduation within four years is a criterion probably in
cluded a much greater number of students who completed at later dates
than was the average case.
While no attempt is made to evaluate the relative import
ance of a limited attendance at college as compared to graduating, it
is not intended to infer that in the opinion of the writer the only
valuable goal in undertaking college work is to achieve the status of
a graduate.Many of the students who have been enrolled in the
School of Science over this same period of time, but who have either
withdrawn from college completely or have transferred for training
elsewhere attained an academic success valuable to them as individuals
and to the society of which they are members.Consideration of the
factors responsible for the failure of capable students to attend5
College and for others to drop out prior to graduation, as well as
the resulting economic and cultural losses to society are not within
the scope of this study.
A great deal of thought was put into determining the factors
to be considered as having possible significant relationships with
the academic achievement of this group of science graduates.It was
decided to analyze not only factors that could be evaluated both
qualitatively and quantitatively but to include others that could be
measured solely as qualitative elements.The final decision as to
the factors to be employed was based largely upon the availability
of data concerning them; once this decision had been reached, a list
of hypotheses was written with the intention of testing statistically
the truth or falseness of each hypothesis.
The factors, concerning which relative success as science
majors at Oregon State College was investigated, were classified
under eight general headings.Those factors included in each general
classification were compared with academic success by means of two or
more hypotheses. With the exception of three hypothesesstated under
classification II, page 7, each hypothesis was tested to show its
relationship to academic success as defined by a minimum of seven
basic criteria.The three hypotheses to which these criteria fail to
apply are not concerned with academic success but haveinstead
objectives aimed at the determination of comparative relationships
existing between the three factors of high school decile,ACE psycho
logical examination decile, and English placement test decile6
as shown in samples drawn from the three sub-populations consisting
of women, veteran men, and non-veteran men.
To the end that needless repetition be avoided the seven
basic criteria of academic success are stated as listed below,These
will not be restated with reference to each hypothesis, but it is to
be understood that in the absence of statement to the contrary these,
and only these criteria, were applied.If, as is the occasional
situation, additional criteria were used, information to that effect
will be included in the statements of hypotheses to which applicable.
The seven basic criteria employed in defining college
success for the purpose of this study area
a)Over-all grade point average grouping,
b)Grade point average grouping in total major field
courses.
c)Grade point average grouping in total arts and letters.
d)Grade point average grouping in total social science.
e)Grade point average grouping in total mathematics.
f)Grade point average grouping in total physical science.
g)Grade point average grouping in total biological science.
To simplify the problem of reference the hypotheses have
been assigned consecutive numbers throughout the entire study rather
than in terms of each of the eight classifications.These hypotheses
are stated as follows:7
IFACTORS RESULTING FROM LOCATION OF HIGH SCHOOL FROM OUCH GRADUATED
1.The graduates of Oregon high schools and those graduating
out -of -state show equal college success.
2.The size of the community in which the high school is
located is not a factor contributing to college success.
IIFACTORS DUE TO SEX, VETERAN, OR NONi.VETERAN STATUS OF STUDENTS
3.The means of high school deciles for women, veteran
men, and non - veteran men students are equal.
4.The means of American Council of Education psychological
examination deciles for women, veteran men, and non-
veteran men students are equal.
5.The means of English placement test deciles for women,
veteran men, and non-veteran men students are equal.
6.The means of grade point averagegroupings)for women,
veteran men, and non - veteran men students are equal for
each of the seven basic criteria employed in the study.
IIIFACTORS DUE TO HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULA
7.The number of mathematics units earned in high school
is not a factor contributing to college success.
1Thegrade point average groupings referred to here are explained in
detail in the section on Procedures of the Study.They consist of
5 groups based upon grade point averages oftbelow 2.00, 2.00
through 2.50, 2.51 through 3.00, 3.01 through 3.50, and 3.51 through
4.00.8
8.The number of science units earned in high school is
not a factor contributing to college success.
9.The number of foreign language units earned in high
school is not a factor contributing to college success.
IV FACTORS PRESNT IN GRADES PREVIOUSLY EARNED
lu.The high school docile has no significant correlation
with college success.
11.The grade point average grouping in credits earned at
institutions other than Oregon State College has no
significant correlation with college success as here
defined, nor with the following:
h)Total grade point average at Oregon State College.
V FACTORS PRESENT IN PLACEMENT TEST DECILES
12.The American Council on Education psychological
examination decile has no significant correlation with
college success.
13.The English placement test decile has no significant
correlation with college success.
VIFACTORS RESULTING FRoM CHOICE OF SCHOOL AND MAJOR CURRICULUM
14.Equal degrees of success are shown by students
matriculating first at Oregon State College, first
at some other four year institution of higher9
learning, first at a junior college, and those who
matriculated at more than one college prior to
coming to Oregon State College.
15.The number of changes between schools on the Oregon
State College campus has no significant correlation
with college success.
16.The type of science curriculumwhether it be in a
physical science or mathematics, in a biological
science, or in general scienceis not a factor in
college success as here defined, nor with the following:
h)grade point average earned in first-term major
subject.
i)grade point average earned in first-year major
subject.
VIIFACTORS DUE TO AGE OF STUDENTS
17.The amount of time delayed between finishing high
school and matriculating at college has no significant
correlation with college success.
18.Age at matriculation has no significant correlation
with college success.
19. Age at time of graduation from college has no signifi
cant correlation with college success.10
VIIIFACTORS SUPPLIED BY FIRST YEAR COLLEGE SUCCESS
20.The first-term grade point average grouping has no
significant correlation with subsequent academic
success as here defined, nor with the following:
h)total grade point average grouping in first year.
i)grade point average grouping in first-term major
subject.
j)grade point average grouping in first-year major
subject.
21.The first year grade point average grouping has no
significant correlation with subsequent college
success as here defined, nor with the following:
h)grade point average grouping in first year of
major subject.
22.The grade point average grouping in the first-term
major subject has no significant correlation with
subsequent college success as defined here, nor with
the following:
h)grade point average grouping in first-year total.
i)grade point average grouping in first-year major.
23.The grade point average grouping in first-year major
subject has no significant correlation with subsequent
college success.
24.The English composition grade point average grouping
has no significant correlation with college success.11
PROCEDURES OF THE STUDY
An analysis of the population from which data were drawn
revealed that in the 21 year period under study a total of 1707
undergraduate degrees including both bachelor of science and
bachelor of arts had been awarded.The number of individuals involved
is slightly less than the number of degrees for some persons had
received more than one baccalaureate degree in science.However,
known cases of this type are limited to 13 for the period and it is
therefore safe to assume that at least 1690 different individuals
are represented in the population thus provided.
Because of the number of records representing the population
and the unusually large number of factors to be analyzed in each
record, it was decided to work with a random sample rather than to in-
clude in the study an analysis of the academic record of every
individual in the population.This situation differed from the usual
one in which the population to be studied is not available.All
records were, and are, available as were certain statistics concern-
ing the total population.However, statistics concerning many of
the factors to be studied were not readily available and statistical
inference based upon a scientifically taken sample seemed to be the
only practical method of determination.In reality, what is here
referred to as a population (i.e. the records of the science grad-
uates between 1933 and 1953 inclusive) is in itself a sample of a
population which is constantly growing with each passing year.12
It is with the members of these future annual increments that this
study is really concerned for it can be of practical value only when
applied in situations involving them.
It is evident that the decision to utilize a random sample
of the available records amounts to a decision with regard to the
size of the sample to be used rather than a decision to use a sample
rather than a population. In terms of the limitations surrounding
the study, this decision became one resting upon a choice between
investigating a few factors on the evidence presented by a large
number of records, or a large number of factors based upon a smaller
number of records.The latter method was selected as being more
appropriate to the objectives of the study.Furthermore, there is
good evidence to indicate that findings based upon the small sample
are not significantly different from findings for the population as
a whole.Reference is made to this evidence in a subsequent para
graph in which the sample and the population are compared.
Determination of the Sample
The sample was determined in the following manner.
Academic records for all graduating students were on file in
alphabetical order in the School of Science office.These were
assigned consecutive numbers based upon the order in which they
were filed.From Table 1., Random Numbers, printed in Dixon and
Massey (37, p. 1-5, List of Tables) all numbers falling between 1 and
1700 were drawn by using the first four and the last four digits of13
each of the twenty five, ten digit columns included in the table.
Duplications of drawn numbers were eliminated and those remaining were
employed to select the records to be analyzed for study; matching
drawn numbers with those previously assigned to the records determined
the records to be included in the sample.
Analysis of Records
Once the records to be used in the sample had been selected
the analysis of each was made by reference to the information included
in the personnel files kept in the School of Science office and those
in the office of the Registrar.Grade point averages in subject
fields cannot be computed from advanced standing reports issued to
students who have taken work at other institutions.One hundred
eighty nine of the three hundred twenty-six records included credit
for work done off this campus and in these cases it was necessary to
refer to the official transcript kept on file in the Registrar's
Office.
Exhibit I is a reproduction of the work sheet upon which
grade point averages were computed.It is self explanatory and was
used primarily to keep track of the number of term credits and grade
points earned in each subject matter field.Totaling and making the
required divisions provided the grade point averages.The system
employed here is that each term credit of "A" earns 4 grade points,
each credit of "B" earns 3 grade points, each credit of "C" earns 2
grade points, each credit of "D" earns 1 grade point, and each credit14
of "F" receives 0 grade points.Transferred credit based upon a
system in variation with this one was converted before being used.
Exhibit II is a reproduction of the 5" by 8" analysis card
upon which the data from each record were recorded.It provided space
to include the random number under which each record was drawn, the
file or vault number assigned the record by the Registrar, name of the
student, sex, birth date, names and location of high schools attended,
dates of matriculation and graduation from high school, names and
locations of colleges or universities attended, dates of matriculation
and graduation from college; numbers of credits, grade points and
grade point averages in arts and letters, social sciences, mathematics,
physical sciences, biology and the combined total; credits, grade
points and grade point averages earned at institutions other than
Oregon State College, at Oregon State College, and for the entire
undergraduate college career.
Around the four edges of the analysis card are ten sets of
consecutive numbers; each set consists of 10 numerals beginning with
1 and ending with O.The numerical code appearing in Exhibit III was
employed as follows:each numeral was assigned a color so that when
ever the numeral was used it was lined out across the adjacent edge
of the card with the color assigned to it.As an example:2 was
assigned the color red, and 4 the color orange; information coded as
24 would require the red line to be passed through the appropriate
2 and across the adjacent edge, and the orange line to be employed
in a similar manner with the appropriate 4.Double and triple lines15
were used to indicate numbers like 22 and 000 when required.Begin-
ning with the horizontal set of numbers appearing at the upper edge,
left corner, and proceeding clockwise around the card the information
coded in each group of numbers is to be found in Exhibit III listed
under headings designated by ----2 X.That is to says
the data listed under Section I of Exhibit III was coded on the card
in, and only in, the first set of numbers, while that outlined under
Section V of the same exhibit was recorded by means of the bottom set
of numbers printed along the right edge of the card.This use of a
combination color-number-position code made it possible to sort the
analysis cards rapidly by hand and provided a quick method by which
to check errors in either recording or sorting.To facilitate sort-
ing and checking, care waa taken that each stroke of the colored
pencil slid over the edge of the card.This action resulted in an
unbroken line appearing across the edge of the pack of cards which
had previously been sorted to produce homogeneity in a single factor;
breaks in this line would indicate errors in sorting.On the other
hand the wrong color-number combination was immediately evident as a
signal to recheck the data for errors in posting from source to card.
Exhibit IV shows the type of tabular form employed in recording data
as it was obtained by means of repeated card sorting.
Grade Point Average Groupings
To facilitate computation it was decided to use grade point
average groupings rather than the individual grade point averages.16
By using these groups it was possible to code this information on the
card edges as was done with the other data.Reference to Exhibit III
will show that the last five sets of numbers are used to record
information about grade point averages.The groupings used were five
in number.Grade point averages fpiling below 2.00 were assigned a
value of 1 unit, 2.00 to 2.50 inclusive a value of 2, 2.51 to 3.00
inclusive a value of 3, 3.01 to 3.50 inclusive a value of 4, and 3.51
to 4.00 inclusive a value of 5.Justification for this practice is
to be found in the fact that the grade point average exists as the
average of values assigned as whole numbers while it purports to show
achievement based on values carried to two decimal places.A still
greater justification can be found in an examination of the basis
upon which letter grades are assigned.To illustrate this point let
us take a series of numbers as is shown in Table 1., page 17.Let it
be assumed that the table represents an arrangement of part of the
raw scores upon which grades are to be assigned in courses M and N.
Student X has a score of 2.0 in course M and 3.0 in course N.He
received a "C" in course M and a "B" in course N; his grade point
average is computed to be 2.50.Student Y has a score of 3.9 in
course M and 2.9 in course N and accordingly, he receives a "B" in
course M and a "C" in course N.His grade point average is likewise
computed to be 2.50.But in reality while the grade point average of
X reflects his actual average in the two courses, the grade point
average of Y to accomplish the same end should be 3.40 rather than
2.50.Table1
ILLUSTRATION OF UNRELIABILITY OF
GRADE POINT AVERAGE
BASED ON LETTER GRADES
Course M Course N
4.0 4.0
3.9 3.9
3.8 3.8
3.7 3.7
3.6 3.6
3.5 3.5
3.4 3.4
3.3 3.3
3.2 3.2
3.1 3.1
3.0 3.0
2.9 2.9
2.8 2.8
2.7 2.7
2.6 2.6
2.5 C 2.5
2.4 2.4
2.3 2.3
2.2 2.2
2.1 2.1
2.0 2.0
1.9 1.9
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Nith grades the unreliable criteria they are recognized to
be it is believed that statistical analysis based upon grade point
average groupings such as are used here, results in findings as re-
liable in interpreting the data as is the case when actual grade point
averages are used.This method, of course, does nothing to eliminate
the difficulties illustrated in the foregoing example.However, it
does follow the practice employed in assigning letter grades to
single courses in that by the assignment of grade point averages
to groups no attempt is made to differentiate between the level of18
achievement of individuals other than in the broad general
classifications represented by the groups.
Population and Sample Comparisons
AB mentioned previously, there are certain statistics
compiled from this entire population that are a matter of record.
The two primary sources of this information are the records kept in
the School of Science office since its establishment and the office
of the Registrar in which annual summaries of Registration Statistics
are kept for the entire Oregon State College campus.Table 2., page
19 employes figures available in the office of the Registrar (102)
to show the relative weights of known statistics as ap lied to the
entire population and compared to the same statistics applied to the
sample used in the study.By this comparison it is evident that at
least with regard to factors included in the statistics compared, the
random sample is representative of the entire population to within
relatively close limits.The assumption is that as the sample is
representative of the population in these respects it is likewise
representative of the population with respect to other factors in
cluding those studied.
Table 2. arranges the data into four chronological groups
covering the entire 21 years,The first group includes data taken
from the six year period starting with the school year 1932-1933 and
ending with 1937-1938 inclusive.The remaining three chronological
groups are for periods of 5 years each.These figures show that of19
Table2
CHRONOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION
OF BACCALAUREATE DEGREES Ak4ARDED
IN SCIENCE AT OREGON STATE COLLEGE
July 1, 1932 to June 30, 1953
1933-19381939-19431944 -19481949-1953
Total
1933-1953
Science Degrees
Awarded 209 332 347 819 1 707
% Total Degrees 12.2 19.5 20.3 48.0 100.0
Sample Includes 38 59 69 160 326
% Total Sample 11.6 18.1 21.2 49.1 100.0
% Sample Based On
Degrees Awarded 18.2 17.8 19.9 19.5 19.1
(266)o (707)* (1 372)*
Men Graduating 174 264 225 696 1 359
% Total Men 12.8 19.4 16.6 51.2 100.0
% Degrees Awarded 83.3 80.1 64.8 86.3 80.4
Women Graduating 35 66 122 112 335
% Total Women 10.4 19.7 36.4 33.5 100.0
% Degrees Awarded 16.7 19.9 35.2 13.7 19.6
Men in Sample 35 48 45 142 270
% Total Men in Sample 12.9 17.8 16.7 52.6 100.0
% Sample Number 92.1 81.4 65.2 88.8 82.8
Women in Sample 3 11 24 18 56
% Total Women in
Sample 5.4 19.6 42.9 32.1 100.0
% Sample Number 7.9 18.6 34.8 11.2 17.2
* Total baccalaureate degrees awarded to number of individuals shown.20
1707 science degrees awarded, 12.2 per cent were awarded in the first
period, 19.5 per cent in the second, 20.3 per cent in the third, and
48.0 per cent in the fourth and most recent period.In the same order,
records used in the sample represent graduates of these periods to the
extent of 11.6 per cent, 18.1 per cent, 21.2 per cent and 49.1 per
cent.Evidently the maximum extent to which the sample varies with
the population is to be found in the 1939-1943 period where the var
iation indicates the sample to be short 1.4 per cent as compared to
the population.This conclusion is further indicated by considering
the per cent of the sample based upon the degrees awarded in each
period.Line 5 of Table 2. shows that while the entire sample was
made up of 19.1 per cent of all the records available, it was composed
of records from each of the chronological periods to the extent of
18.2 per cent, 17.8 per cent, 19.9 per cent and 19.5 per cent respect
ively, of the records available for each period.It will be seen
that the maximum variation occurs in the 1939-1943 representation of
17.8 per cent which is 1.3 per cent below the 19.1 per cent overall
representation. A sample completely representative in this respect
should have included the following number of records in each of the
periods: 40, 63, 66, and 157.The sample contained, 7111 the same order:
38, 59, 69, and 160.
Table 2. likewise draws a comparison with respect to the
extent the sample is representative of the population in terms of
the relative proportion of men and women graduates.It shows that
80.4 per cent of all science degrees awarded over the entire period21
were awarded to men and that 19.6 per cent were awarded to women.
Records used in the sample are 82.8 per cent those of men, and 17.2
per cent those of women. A completely representative sample should
have included the records of 262 men and 64 women rather than those
of 270 men and 56 women as it did.The chronological distribution
of the number of men receiving degrees in each period and the extent
to which men are represented in the sample for the same periods are
shown to compare within limits not exceeding 1.6 per cent.The same
comparison applied to the relative representation of women in the
population and in the sample shows a maximum variation of 6.5 per
cent in the 1944-1948 period, and a 5 per cent variation in the
earliest period.In considering these variations, the small base
upon which the percentages are computed in the case of female
representation as compared to the much larger ba,e used in the case
of male representation should be taken into account.Since only
56 records of women were used in the sample the comparative percentages
are greatly influenced by a relatively few cases.
While complete records concerning the relative weights of
veteran graduates in the total of science graduates are not readily
available, figures kept by the Registrar show that, over the 5 year
period 1948-1953 inclusive, the 7,256 degrees awarded for the entire
college included 3,702 degrees or 51.0 per cent awarded to veteran
students.The sample includes 160 records drawn from among science
graduates over the same 5 year period; of these, 85, or 53.1 per cent
are the records of veteran students.22
Table 3A., page 23 is designed to show the distribution of
degrees awarded among the various degree granting majors in science
and to show the extent to which the random sample used corresponds
with the population distribution in this respect.It would appear
that in general there is relatively close a-reement between the two.
Eight of the eleven majors listed are represented in the sample to
within no more than 1.0 per cent variation from the extent to which
they are represented in the population.General science, the cur-
riculum in which 42.4 per cent of the graduates completed work for
degrees is represent in the sample as 37.4 per cent which is 5.0
per cent short of the population representation; chemistry majors
make up 18.1 per cent of the sample but this is 2.7 per cent higher
than its representation in the population; geology majors with a
sample representation of 12.3 per cent are 2.3 per cent above their
population representation.It should be mentioned that the occur-
rence of so few graduates in both Medical technology and in natural
resources arises from the relative newness of these curricula.Both
first appear as degree curricula in the 1952-53 edition of the
Oregon State College Catalogue and the graduates listed all received
degrees in the last year of the period from which the data were drawn.
Table 38, page 24 shows the relative numbers of men and
women receiving degrees in each of the curricula and compares them
with their counterparts in the sample employed.It will be noted
that in bacteriology the women are represented in the sample to a
greater extent than they exist among the graduates in that major.23
Table3A
TOTAL BACCALAUREATE DEGREES AWARDED
IN SCIENCE CURRICULA AT OREGON STATE OOLLEGE
July 1, 1932 to June 30, 1953
Curricula
Total
Degrees
Science
Degrees
Used
in
Random
Sample
aA
Total
Sample
Bacteriology 86 5.0 13 4.0
Botany 38 2.2 8 2.8
Chemistry 261 15.4 60 18.1
Entomology 40 2.3 8 2.4
General Science 724 42.4 122 37.4
Geology 170 10.0 40 12.3
Mathematics 110 6.5 18 5.5
Medical Technology 2 0.1 -- --
Natural Resources 4 0.2 --
Physics 147 8.6 30 9.2
Zoology 125 7.3 27 8.3
Totals 1 707 100.0 326 100.024
Table3B
BACCALAUREATE DEGREES AWARDED
TO MEN AND TO WOMEN IN SCIENCE CURRICULA
AT OREGON STATE COLLEGE
July 1, 1932 to June 30, 1953
Curricula
Total
Degrees
Degrees
In Malor
Used
in
Random
Sample
Degrees
In Sample
M W T M MWT M W
Bacteriology 4937 8658.042.0 7 61353.846.2
Botany 29 9 3876.323.7 62 875.025.0
Chemistry 2372426190.89.25736095.05.0
Entomology 40 0 40100.00.0 80 8100.00.0
General Science50022472469.031.0 853712269.630.4
Geology 164 617096.53.53824095.05.0
Mathematics 931711084.515.5 1531883.316.7
Medical Technology 0 2 2 0.0100.0 0000.00.0
Natural Resources 3 1 475.025.0 0000.00.0
Physics 144 314798.02.02913096.73.3
Zoology 1131212590.39.7 2522792.57.5
Totals 1 372335170780.419.62705632682.817.225
The difference here is 4.2 per cent, but a decrease of one in the
number of women included in the sample would have reversed the
condition and given the women 4 per cent lower representation in
this major than they were entitled to.A similar condition exists
with regard to the chemistry major except that here the sample in-
cludes about one woman fewer than should be included to make it
completely representative.Other than in these two cases and ex-
cluding both medical technology and natural resources, the represent-
ation in the sample is within less than 2.5 per cent of the represent-
ation in the population for both men and women.
It is assumed that these differences in sample distribution
compared to the population distribution when based upon major
curricula have little effect in the findings since all science cur-
ricula require courses in supporting sciences to the extent that there
is considerable overlapping in the courses required.Other common
areas of overlapping are, of course,institutional requirements as to
English composition, physical education, military for men, literature
group requirement and social science grouprequirement which are
common to all science curricula.
These comparisons are believed to justify the assumption
that the sample is sufficiently representative of the population to
warrant the conclusion that factors found to have a significant
relationship with academic success when based upon datasupplied by
the sample have, within reasonable limits, the samerelationship to
the population under study and in turn to prospectivegraduates of
science curricula.26
Statistical Analysis Employed
Once the conclusion that the sample could be considered as
representative of the population had been reached, the analysis of
data provided by it proceeded.
At the outset the intention was to limit the study to a
series of the hypotheses stated earlier in this chapter and to base
these tests upon the use of analysis of variance as outlined by
Dr. Jerome C. R. Li (90, Ch 12, p. 1-56).By this method the sample
was divided into two or more subsamples classified in terms of the
factors to be compared or tested.Each of these subsamples were
treated as a random sample of a population composed of observations
falling within a single classification and a test was based upon the
hypothesis that the population means were equal.As an example,
consider the Hypothesis 1, page 7 which reads:"The graduates of
Oregon high schools and those graduating outofstate show equal
success."For this hypothesis the academic records of students
graduating from Oregon high schools were considered as a random sample
of a population composed entirely of Oregon high school graduates
who had subsequently graduated as science majors from OregonState
College, while the remainder of the original sample constituted a
sample assumed to have been drawn from a second population differing
from the first only in that its members were graduates ofhigh schools
other than Oregon high schools.Analysis of variance was applied to
accept or reject the hypothesis that the grade point average meansof
the two populationsas determined by the fI.ade point average27
grouping of each sample - were equal.Acceptance of this hypothesis
would lead to the conclusion that within the limits of probability
expressed by the significance level employed, there exists no dif-
ference in the total college achievement of science majors graduating
from Oregon high schools and those who graduate from high schools
outside the state.Rejection of the hypothesis would indicate that
on the same level of probability, a significant difference does exist
between the two populations when total college achievement based upon
grade point average grouping is the criteria.
Accepting or rejecting the hypothesis is determined by the
value found to exist for statistic (90, Ch 12, p. 28):
(1)F - group or among-sample) mean square
erroror within -sample) mean square
which follows the F-distribution with k-1 and 0-4 degrees of freedom
when the assumption that the samples are random samples drawn from
normal populations is fulfilled.This F-distribution is the one
originally developed by R. A. Fisher and later codified by Snedecor.
The group, or among-sample, mean square is composed of the
following elements:
(2)Group m.s. (T2/N) (GT)2/01
k - 1
and the error, or withinmeample mean square is determined ass
(3)Error m.s. 17,0EX2- (GT)2AN)- (T2/N)-(GT)2/43
4,N -k28
The symbols used have meanings as follows:
X - value of any single observation
N - number of observations in anyone sample
k number of samples from as many populations
T - total value of all N observations in any single sample
OT - grand total value of all observations in k samples
A 5 per cent level of significance was used throughout as
it was desired to reduce the probability of accepting a false
hypothesis to a minimum.Reducing the level of significance would
in effect increase the probability of this type error, while at the
same time reducing the probability of rejecting an hypothesis that
was true.
In line with the original intent the calculating method
described by Li (90) was employed to test factors by means of
analysis of variance.Exhibit Va shows the type of work sheet em-
ployed to determine the F values in each case tested.However, as
the investigation proceeded, its objective was altered to the extent
of including a method by which correlation coefficients could be
computed for those significant relationships for which zero order
correlations might have meaning.
With this in mind and again at the suggestion of Dr. Li
(90, Ch 16, p. 1-46 and Ch 17, p. 1-54) a second work sheet shown in
Exhibit Vb was designed to be used in connection with the first.By
means of this it was possible to utilize much of the computation
ozigiLally intended for analysis of variance in a linear regression29
expression to test first of all the linearity of relationships based
upon quantitative elements and secondly, if linearity were indicated,
to test the hypothesis by means of linear regression rather than the
analysis of variance.The linear regression is preferable to analysis
of variance where it can be applied, since it is based upon a single
degree of freedom and is therefore more sensitive in detecting
significant relationships than is the analysis of variance.Likewise,
in the regression process the coefficient of correlation is readily
determined from values used in making the test of hypothesis.
The assumption upon which both analysis of variance and
linear regression function is similar in each ease but the linear
regression specifies that the means of arrays (populations) are on
a straight line while the analysis of variance makes no specification
regarding the relationships among the population means.
Tests as to linearity are determined by means of the
following (90, Ch 17, p. 36-37):
(4)F -Deviation mean square
Error mean square
with k-2 andJEN-k degrees of freedom.In expression (4) the deviation
mean square is composed of:
(5)Deviation m.s. group s. s. - regression s. s.-
k- 2
U51(GT) (0Y)/1i)2
(6)r.1E (T2A)(GT)2AN- 1112 (1E.NY)2AN
k-230
and the error mean square is as shown in (3).
When a linear relationship is shown to exist the above test
is followed by a test of hypothesis to the effect that the coefficient
of linear regression is equal to zero.In other words the test is
based upon the hypothesis that the line of regression is a horizontal
line with a slope of zero.The only way such a line can be produced
by plotting the means is under the special condition of equality.
The linear regression test of hypothesis is as follows:
(90, Ch 16, p. 32-34)
(7)F Regression mean square
Error mean square
with 1 and Nk degrees of freedom.The regression mean square is
expressed as:
(8)Regression m.s. 1TY (GT)CENWN?
(.11y)2/111
and the error mean square is as shown in (3) above.
In the event that the hypothesis is rejected and a
significant relationship is therefore evident, the coefficient of
correlation can be computed by the method that follows.This
coefficient is an index measuring the closeness of fit of the points
(i.e. individual grade point average groups in this case) to the
estimated line of regression.If a condition exists such that the
value of the coefficient is either plus or minus 1, then every point
will be exactly on the line of regression.When, on the other hand,31
the coefficient pas a value of zero, the line of regression will be
horizontal and the sample means will be equal.This coefficient is
to be found by (90, Ch 16, p. 34-36):
(9)r2 Regression sum of squares
Total sum of squares
(GT)OENYMENY
(10) r2 XNY4 ( WY)2AEN
1E.X
2
(GT)
2AN
(11) r117 coefficient of correlation
The sign of r is determined by the sign of the expression:
lETY (GT)(ENY)/EN
Summary of Procedure
In summary the major steps taken in obtaining and
analyzing the data were as follows:
1)Composition of the sample was determined by means of
a table of random numbers.
2)Each of the selected records were analyzed with respect
to 47 items.Not every record provided all 47 items and such items
as appeared to be generally unreliable or for which limited data
were available were subsequently excluded from further use in the
study.
3)Factors present in the sample and known to be present32
in the population were compared to determine the extent to which the
random sample represented the population being studied.It was
anticipated that demonstrated representation in known factors would
serve as justification for assumed representation with respect to
factors determined in the sample but not known of the population.
4)Analyzed data were coded on analysis cards by means of
a combination colornumberposition code.
5)Analyzed data were collected in tabular forms by means
of repeated manual sorting of analysis cards and recording the results.
6)A series of hypotheses based upon the data available
and its apparent reliability was postulated.
7)Tests designed to accept or reject each hypothesis
were made by employing the following tools of statistical inference:
a) Linear regression was applied to quantitative
factors to determine the presence of a linear
relationship between factors being tested.
b) When a linear relationship was shown to exist the
hypothesis was tested by means of a linear regres
sion.Such a test* in effect* establishes the
probability of the correlation coefficient being
equal to zero.
c) Coefficients of correlation were computed for
quantitative factors between which linear relation
ships were shown to exist.33
d) Relationships between college success and qualitative
factors as well as those between college success and
quantitative factors shown to be nonlinear were
tested by means of the analysis of variance.
8)On the basis of findings thus provided and recorded
in Chapter III, and in the light of the reports of other studies in
the area of prognosis of academic success in college discussed in
Chapter Its the conclusions and recommendations set forth in Chapter
IV were arrived at.34
IIREVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
A review of the literature in the field of predicting
college success reveals a great many studies to have been made in
attempts designed to arrive at formulae by which the success of
students entering college might be predicted.Travers (133) writing
in 1949 states that prior to that time more than one thousand studies
had attempted to evaluate one or more tests for the purpose of pre
dicting one or more aspects of scholastic success.That the problem
of prognosis is one of long standing is evident.Froehlich (60) in
1941 refers to Walter F. Dearborn, who in 1910 wrote on the problem
under the title of "Relative Standing of Pupils in High School and
University ", as one of the earliest in America to deal with the pre
diction of academic success in institutions of higher learning.The
growth in use and acceptance of group aptitude tests provides a means
of developing predictive instruments not earlier available and un
doubtedly serves both to promote interest and accelerate activity in
prognosis as it applies to all levels of education.
It appears logical that under a government dedicated to
democratic principles the objectives of prediction should have a
basic purpose to aid the individual in making the wisest choices in
planning and in achieving his educational goals.This must have been
the one primary objective at first and it apparently remains of
paramount importance in the minds of most.However, some are doubt
ful that this objective can be reached by the use of prognosis to
support selective admission policies.One who voices this point of35
view is Dilley (35, p. 312) who as early as 1931 wrote that,"More
lately there has come about an attempt to keep graduates of high
schools from entering college.This has come about as a result
largely of greatly increasing numbers of colleges and of the edu
cational philosophy which advocates an aristocracy for higher
education."Oregon State College, a state supported institution and
a land grant college, has operated under a policy which for state
residents holds as its only academic requirement for admission, the
graduation from a standard high school.Only recently has the problem
of selective admission become one of serious consideration and this
has come about not as a result of any such philosophy as that re
ferred to by Dilley, but rather because of sheer necessity in the
face of threat that in the very near future increasing enrollments
will tax both the plant facilities and staff 1eyond the limits of
probable expansion of either.
Regardless of motivating influences the numerous reports
of studies show that the prediction of college success has received
a great deal of attention since the midtwenties and for the past
thirty years has been the subject of both professional and public
interest.Some studies have concerned themselves with college
success as a generality while others have attempted to determine
factors related to success in individual fields of study,Most have
been concerned as to ways by which significant factors might be
determined sufficiently in advance to serve in prognosis; but just
how early is early enough airears an unanswered question.Many36
studies reported seeking factors present at college matriculation but
others like Byrns and Henmon (17) and Billhartz and Hutson (10) felt
this to be much too late and sought factors measurable in junior high
school or middle high school years or earlier.Byrns and Henmon (17)
reported finding the results of an intelligence test given in the
fourth grade to be as effective in orediction as the results of such
a test given in the senior year of high school.Some investigators
concerned themselves with the lar7,e number of failures that were
found to occur early in the college career.These considered success
to be determined by the first term or first year grades of college
freshmen.Other studies, fewer in number, have resulted in investi
gating the overall achievement of college graduates in an attempt
to discover the relationships between a variety of factors and the
recorded academic achievement.The primary objective in the latter
studies has been to determine in what ways graduates of college
differ from those who enter but fail to graduate.
Any comprehensive and detailed review of available liter
ature would be neither practical nor fruitful for it is both
extensive and repetitious.Accordingly, the survey reported in
these pages has been limited to some of the more pertinent individual
studies and a few of the reviews of findings that have appeared in
print.This has been accomplished by employing as an outline the
same general classifications of factorsexamined for possible re
lationships with college success and stated in the previouschapter.
In addition, reference has been made to findings based uponfactors37
not included in this study as well as to types of statistical procedure
employed in reported analyses, commentaries concerning the general
problem of prognosis, its current state of development and the
difficulties to which it is subjected.
Factors Resulting From Location of High School From Which Graduated
At least two factors that might have influence upon college
success are present in the locations of the high schools attended by
entering college students.High school curricula and standards are
quite generally controlled, at least to a limited degree, by the state
in which they are located.Likewise, the curricula and facilities
available to students are usually greater in large urban school
systems.Relative to both of these factors, Feder (53) found that
in freshman classes entering the College of Liberal Arts, State
University of Iowa from 1929 through 1933 the students from the
larger in-state high schools and the out-of-sit:ate high schools were
better equipped for college in terms of the freshman quAlifyingex-
aminations than were those from the smaller in-state schools; but
for both the former groups the prediction coefficients for first-
semester and first-year grades were consistently lower than for the
graduates of other high schools.He found out-of-state high school
graduates failed to achieve in keeping with their superiority while
graduates of parochial schools represented the poorest college risks
in terms of ability and demonstrated college achievement.Alexander
(3) found that studentsfrom high schools with enrollments of nine38
hundred or more ranked highest in terms of freshman year college
grades.
On the other hand, Jones and Iaslett (81) in a study con
ducted at Oregon State College reported in 1935 that the size of the
high school from which the student came was found to bear little
relation to the college marks he made, while Charters (22) stated
that at Ohio State University the city high schools showed little or
no advantage over country high schools.Read (106) felt that the
municipal university which draws all of its students from the gradu
ates of high schools operating under the same system can use the
high school grade average to better advantage than can other colleges.
He was able to show correlations of .674 between high school averages
and freshman year college grades and found that little advantage was
gained by employing the results of ACE psychological examinations
combined with high school grades.Hoffman (75) reported on the method
employed at Pennsylvania State College to rank students entering
from various high schools in terms of success shown by previous
entrants from each high school.Dressel (44) reported a similar at
tempt at Michigan State College but concluded that the affects of
differences between high schools upon college success scarcely
justified the effort required to determine and evaluate them.
Crawford (30) discussed a method used at Yale in changing rank in
class to a standard equivalent value which was then adjusted in terms
of the particular high school.These represent attempts to offset
the evident differences existing between high schools.39
Factors Due to S&L Veteran, or Nonveteran Status of Students
A number of studies have compared the college success of
men and women and several have segregated veteran men to be considered
as a third classification for corexison. Abelson(1) excluded
veterans from his study and found that in comparing women with non
veteran males in six colleges, aptitude test scores and high school
records used as single predictors favor women significantly; combined
predictors also favor the women.Fricken (59) and Osborne et al (103)
confirm the finding that predictive instruments tend to be more
efficient when applied to women than when applied to men.It appears
that in general, grades and aptitude test scores of women are higher
and more uniform than the same factors in the records of men.
Jackson (79) in comparing the records of freshman men and women at
Michigan State College found the freshmen men to be significantly
higher on the arithmetic test while women were significantly higher
on the English and reading tests.Be found no significant difference
between the two in ACE psychological examination scores.Freshmen
women in this study did have significantly higher grade point averages,
however.
The evidence indicates that women tend to perform more
nearly in accord with their measured ability than do men and that
their grades are more homogeneous than those of men.This idea is
expressed variously by a number of writers and is summed up in a
statement by Berdie et al (9) to the effect that the women whose
records were used in his study seemed to be more predictablethan40
the men.In comparing the freshman test records of women with those
of men when the members of both groups were employed while attending
college Alexander (3) found that the self supporting men made higher
than average test scores while the employed women failed to make a
good showing.Charters (22) and Crooks (31) both consider sex to be
a negligible factor in predicting college success.
Frederiksen and Schrader (57) determined the validity
coefficients for high school standing and ACE psychological exami
nation scores with fifteen different groups each containing both
veteran and nonveteran students and found a difference in favor of
the veterans with respect to the ACE.Buts when the ACE and high
school standing were combined and compared against first year college
grades, coefficients of .60 and .68 for veterans and nonveterans
mere found.Osborne et al (103) compared ACE scores of 958 entering
the University of Georgia in the fall of 1946 and found no significant
difference between the mean scores of veterans and nonveterans but
a significant difference in favor of the women when men and women
were compared on this factor.
Factors Due to High School Curricula
Admission policies at some colleges and universities have
been concerned with the quantity and kinds of subjects taken while
the candidate for admission was in high school.The studies found
in the literature appear, in general, to find little justification
for such a policy.The one exception noted was that of Ross (111)41
who determined and reported a positive and significant relationship
between the number of foreign language units earned in high school and
the college grades of students at Allegheny College which requires
for admission four years of foreign language or conditional acceptance
based upon two years language and an agreement that two additional
years will be included in the college program.The same writer found
a positive but much smaller relationship between college success and
both the amounts of social science and natural science and natural
science taken in high school.However, he does not attempt to explain
this as a cause and effect relationship due to the content of subject
fields but rather as the result of publicity to the effect that students
and teachers have traditionally considered both foreign languages and
mathematics to be "difficult" subjects while the social sciences and
natural sciences have been thought of as being "easier".Ross be
lieved that the more capable students elected to take more of the
assumed to be difficult courses while the less capable pupilselected
additional courses in the social and natural sciences in anticipation
of less difficulty.
Contrary to this finding, Vaughan (136) used therecords of
seven hundred six students classifiedaccording to the type of nigh
school curriculum completed as general, classical, scientificand
vocational.When the intelligence was held constant there was no
significant difference between the college gradesof students regard
less of the curriculum followed.Douglass (41, p. 27) in examining
the high school backgrounds of eleven hundredninety-six students42
enrolled at the University of Oregon in 1931 concluded that the number
of units taken in any one subject matter field in high school does not
furnish a satisfactory basis for predicting college success.Likewise,
Douglass and Michaelson (42) studied the records of three hundred
eighty-seven students from the class of 1930 at the same institution
and found that beyond the first two years, additional high school
mathematics does not contribute materially to success in subjects
taken in the first and second years of a liberal arts college.It
was found in this study that ability in high school mathematics is
materially associated with ability to do work in any field in the
liberal arts college, yet not so closely correlated with it as is the
average high school mark in all subjects.The correlation between
the number of semester credits in high school mathematics and average
college marks in all subjects was found to be no greater than .02.
Clark (24) conducted a study at the College of Liberal Arts
at Northwestern University in which the records of fourteen hundred
thirty-one women and eleven hundred eighty4wo men were used.Tables
resulting from this study show that for both the first and second
semesters a very close coincidence occurs with the amount of high
school Latin contained in the record.However, the wide variations
within each group resulted in a typical correlation coefficient
somewhat less than .20.Clark concluded from the data that Latin
taken in high school is the only language to show any traceable
relationship with the quality of college work done during the first
year and that even in this case a knowledge of the amount of high43
school Latin is of little value for forecasting college success.
Byrne (16), in a similar study of six hundred eighty-seven
seniors at the University of iiisconsin found that when the intelligence
factor was held constant the amount of foreign language taken in high
school had no relationship with college success in any field.The
same finding resulted with respect to the amount of mathematics taken
in high school.Even without allowing for intelligence, the shown
relationships were very small and unreliable.
Bixler (11) surveyed college admission policies in 1932 and
reported four important facts evident as the result of the survey; one
of these is to the effect that no relation between the pattern of high
school subjects and scholastic success in college was shown to exist.
Wakeman (140) discussed possible reasons for failure in
beginning chemistry courses at the University of Colorado.He stated
that a previous high school course in chemistry is shown to have little,
if any, effect upon the success of a college chemistry student.He
felt that the slight difference recorded in the study was probably
more than accounted for by the fact that students with a natural bent
for science would choose chemistry in high school.He concluded,
"Previous high school courses in physics and mathematics are quite as
helpful to the college chemistry student as high school chemistry
courses."As an inference he suggested that insofar as formal learn-
ing was concerned the high school period could probably be dropped in
toto without any serious effect upon the students' work in college.44
Factors Present in Grades Previously Earned
With but few dissenting voices, investigators generally
concluded that the best single factors for prediction of college
success available at matriculation, are to be found in the high school
record.As has already been shown there is little evidence to indi
cate significant differences in the success achieved by students
following different subjectpatterns while in high school. Accord
ingly, the remaining possibilities lie in overall high school grade
averages, in rank in class at time of graduation, and in grades
earned in individual subjects or subject matter fields.
In spite of great improvement in testing techniques and in
the development of elaborate mechanical devices whereby much more
delicate and reliable statistical tools may be employed, this con
clusion concerning the high school record has not altered.Earlier
in this chapters Dearborn was referred to as one of the earliest in
America to deal with the question of predicting academic success in
institutions of higher learning.Be was so cited by Froehlich (60,
p. 65) who quotes him as writing that, -- "previous ranking ofpupils
in the accredited (secondary) school furnishes a satisfactory means
for forecasting the likelihood of successful work at the university."
Bixler (11) in 1932 agrees that this is still the case when he finds
as one of four important facts growing outof his investigation of
admission practices that high school grades provide a fairly reliable
index for predicting college marks.Douglass (42) states as the
result of his study of University of Oregon students that the best45
prediction that can be secured is from the average high school mark
in all subjects.Leonard (89) reviewed one hundred fifty studies
directed toward finding college admission criteria and reported the
average coefficient of a large number of them dealing with the cor
relation between college scholarship and high school teachers' marks
to be .55 which is as large as that of any single criterion considered
and a good deal larger than most.The studies reviewed by the present
writer show correlations generally ranging from .40 to .68 although
some multiple correlations in which high school grades are one of the
factors have values in the 70's.Leonard reports Segel to have found
one coefficient as high as .81 by combining the average high school
marks, group intelligence test scores, and comprehensive English test
scores.
Typical of those who agree that the high school grade average
is the best single predictor of college success are Stone (124),
Kellogg (83), Ficken (59), Lauer (85), Dressel (44), Durflinger (46),
Edda and McCall (48), Finch and Nemzek (55), Garrett (62), Hepner (73),
and Schmitz (115).This list is by no means complete and many of the
writers referred to later in connection with the use of grades earned
in individual courses concur with the finding just expressed.
Gladfelter (65, p. 188) listed a table of coefficients
based upon comparing high school grades with college grades.These
are reproduced here because they are considered to be typical of many
found by other investigators:46
4 year high school average with freshman
year average .68
4 year high school average in English with
college English .59
High school modern language with freshman
modern language
One year of high school algebra and geometry
with college mathematics .36
Two years high school algebra and geometry
with college mathematics .50
High school trigonometry with college
trigonometry .55
High school social science with college
European history .66
High school science with college zoology .38
High school science with college biology .48
High school science with college chemistry .65
Douglass (41, p. 12) provided a comparison of a different
type by means of his study of graduates at the University of Oregon.
He found the following coefficients:
All high school grades with average
college grades .56
Grades in high school science with average
college grades .54
Grades in high school English with average
college grades .49
Grades in high school foreign language with
average college grades .46
Grades in high school mathematics with
average college grades .44
Grades in high school vocational subjects
with average college grades .3547
On the other hand, Gilkey (64) found a coefficient of .49
in comparing high school English and college English grades and a very
low correlation between both the social sciences and natural sciences
at the two levels.This is not in agreement with Ashmore (6) who
found college science marks better indicated by high school science
and high school mathematics than by any other high school subjects.
Warnings against indiscriminate use of the high school grade
average in predicting college success comes from various sourcesin
cluding Douglass (40) who in earlier studies had pronounced this
factor to be the best single predictive instrument.In reviewing
studies made at the University of Minnesota over the six year period
prior to 1943 he points out that the farther the students had progressed
in academic careers the less accurate became the predictions; he con..
eluded that no simple uniform threshold of ability to succeed in a
university having several scnools or colleges is in existence.Kriner
(84) warned that the high school grade average tends to overestimate
and intelligence test scores tend to underestimate academicachieve
ment as judged by first semester grades. Frick(58) states that the
results of studies in prediction of student success at theUniversity
of Washington under August Dvorak revealed thecorrelation between
subject matter achievement in college and highschool grades to ap
proach zero in almost every case and added thatthere was to be found
no single variable whichcould be used by itself for Predicting col
lege success.
Weintraub (145) apparently felt that college persistence48
is an often overlooked factor in success; he says that the relation
of college persistence to a single available measure of success at the
time of graduation from high school cannot be relied upon to predict
college achievement.He felt it to be obvious that factors other than
high scores operate to influence college persistence.Manning (96)
and Charters (22) both report that high school marks are of little
or no significance in predicting college success.
Some investigators have suggested that more effort be put
into perfecting long range prediction in order that individuals may
at an earlier age, be guided in training toward a specific career.
Byrns (17) is one of these who felt that the high school average and
the psychological test given in the senior year of high school
provided data at too late a time.Her study showed that the tenth
grade average and an intelligence quotient gave almost as good pre-
dictive accuracy.Furthermore the intelligence quotient served as
well if computed from a test given as early as the fourth grade as
when determined by means of a test given in the senior year of high
school.Billhartz and Hutson (10) found that of four thousand cases
of students who entered the seventh grade in Pittsburgh in 1928,
two hundred eighty-two had available college records in 1936.On the
basis of these they found that the junior high school record correlated
with college grades with a value of .56.They concluded that college
success can be predicted as well at the end of the junior high school
period as at the end of the senior high school.
In contrast, Garrett (61) compared the predictive value of49
the four year high school record and that of the three year senior
high record and concluded that at least in terms of credits earned
and grades received the junior high school record had no significance
with respect to college success.
It may be as desirable under certain circumstances to pre
dict the success of transfer students as that of entering freshmen.
Literature regarding studies in this area is much more limited than
is true with respect to first term students since there seems to
exist a justifiable assumption that a transfer student who submits a
good academic record from another institution of higher learning is
likely to succeed at the institution to which he is transferring.
The reports of two studies in this area were found.Both
are from California where the junior college organization is well
developed.Siemens (122) studied the cases of fourteen hundred
students including state college transfers, junior college transfers,
outofstate transfers and native students majoring in the four
engineering departments of the University of California at Berkley
in the ten year period between 1928 and 1938.(Native students are
students who entered the University directly frlm high school.)As
the result of this study he found that the transfers from large
California junior colleges compared favorably in upper division
scholarship frith native students.Achievement in high school science
and mathematics proved to have negligible value as a single predictor
of success.This last findi,g is in line with the previously referred
to statement of Douglass regarding the decrease in predictive value50
of high school grades as the student progressed farther in college.
Taggart (128) investigated the records of one hundred
twenty -one students of San Mateo Junior College who entered Stanford
University and graduated.That 75 per cent of these students were
not eligible to enter Stanford on the basis of their high school
records indicates that the high school recora is certainly not always
evidence of a student's lack of capacity for university work.
Factors Present in Placement Test Data
The most commonly referred to college aptitude test is the
American Council on Education psychological examination.A great
many studies have been organized to determine theeffectiveness of
this test in predicting college success as determined by 'a wide variety
of criteria. While some writers have expressed the thought that the
results of this examination are more effective in prognosis than are
the results of other aptitude tests available, thisidea is by no
means universally accepted.Likewise, in comparison with high school
grades or rank in high school graduationclass the aptitude test ranks
a poor second in the findingsof most studies.
Among those showing some enthusiasm for the useof the
ACE psychological examination as asingle predictive tool are Holcomb
and Laslett (76) who examined the resultsof nine tests given to four
groups of engineeringstudents at Oregon State College and arrived at
the conclusion that the ACE wasthe best device for segregating
students into ability groups inengineering at that time. (1932)51
Manning (96) decided that the ACE test results and those of English
placement tests both give quite good predictions but that high school
grades are of little value.Thomann (129) found the test scor=es to be
about as good predictors as the rank in high school graduating class
and also concluded that the high school edition of the ACE is about
as effective as the college edition for this purpose.
Far more numerous are those who would accept ACE scores
with qualification or not at all when other factors are available.
That the scores of these tests vary when ap'lied to the graduates of
different high schools and are thus subject to some of the same
criticisms directed at high school grades 's shown by Bixier(11)
who used the ACE psychological examination in testing the graduating
classes of fifty Chicago high schools in 1931 and foundthat the
lowest median score obtained from any school was lower than the low
est score received in six of the fifty schools.likewise, the
median scores in three schools were found to be as high or higher
than the median score of the freshman class at the University of
Chicago.It is of interest to note that the lowest average high school
mark was found in the same school with the lowest median ACE score but
that the second lowest median ACE score was accompanied by the high
est average high school mark.The coefficient found in correlating
average high school marks against mean ACE scores in thevarious
schools was .13.
A review of admissions criteria by Cosand (27) made in
1953 stated the finding of coefficients between ACE total score and52
college success ranging from .29 to .55.Samenfeld (114) compared the
ACE scores obtained from testsgivenlin the twelfth grade with first
year college success of one hundred fifty-seven students who entered
the College of Science, literature and the Arts at the University of
Minnesota in the fall of 1949, and obtained a coefficient of .34.
Remmers (108) found the ACE did not prove to be as closely related to
first semester grades as were the Purdue Placement Test in English,
Purdue Physical Science Test, and Purdue Mathematics Training Test.
Deridder (33) expressed the conclusion that the ACE
appears to be somewhat predictive of college success butthat it was
apparent that low scores by themselves did not insure academic fail
ure nor high scores academic success.Wagner (138) found the ACE
scores to be inferior to the Regents averages for prognosis; Segel
(117) concluded that the ACE should not be used for differential
prediction purposes when college marks are the criteria since its
power for this use is negligible; Hoerres and OIDey(74) advised that
the ACE not be used in isolation as a predictive device in individual
counseling as the coefficients at the 5 per cent level did not exceed
.37 and at the 1 per cent level were not in excess of .54; Wallace (143)
found slight assurance that an individual obtaining a low score on
the ACE could not profitably engage in a university curriculum,
particularly if other factors were favorable; Leaf (86) in developing
predictive formulae for students at LaSallePeruOglesby Junior
College, LaSalle, Illinois and State Teachers College, Greely,
Colorado reported the ACE to be the poorest predictor employed for53
both groups of students.For the LaSalle group the best predictor
was the average high school mark and for the Teachers College group
the Elementary Test1
proved to be the best.
Waits (139) broke the ACE down into subtests in an attempt
to determine the predictive value with reference to particular fields
of study but concluded that the evidence did not warrant use of the
ACE for differential prediction.Others have studied the differential
value of the ACE and most have agreed that the total, T, score is of
greater predictive value than any of its parts.The L score was
sometimes found to be better in predicting success in linguistic
fields but it was rarely significantly better than the T score for
this purpose.Even in the fields of physical science and mathematics
the Q score was not shown to be significantly better than the L score
in predicting success, and in no instance was it reported as superior
to the T score.The findings of the following were in general
agreement with those reported just above with regard to the value of
the ACE psychological examination in differential prediction:
Barrett (7), Berdie et al (9), Bolton (13), Brown (15), Carlin (20)
and Cochran and Davis (26).
Some have expressed the idea that in spite of low cor
relations with success the ACE may still have valuable use in
counseling.Freeman (56, p. 122) attempted to answer the question
1An unlisted and locally used test employed as one variable in a five
variable regression equation developed at Colorado State Teachers
College in 1934 by C. C. Laurenberger as a part of an unpublished
Master of Arts Thesis.54
as to the extent the ACE indicates theprobability that a student will
satisfy the requirements of his college sufficiently to remain in
school.He shows correlations between decile ranks and grades as
decreasing in value from .44 in the first term to.18 in the eighth
term but concludes that despite low correlAions, --"it does appear
that there is a marked tendency for those studentsin the higher
deciles to achieve better averages, to encounterfewer scholastic
difficulties and to survive a greater number ofterms.But it must
be admitted thatmarked though this tendency is it is not sufficiently
marked to warrant the exclusion of a student orprospective student
on the basis of mental testalone."----"nearly half of those in the
lowest decile succeed in completing the full coursealthough half
of these do so only after great difficulty."
Other psychological examinations found to bementioned
in the literature were the Ohio Statepsychological examination which
according to Samenfeld (114) is a slightlybetter predictor than the
ACE. Garrett (62) used this examinationto obtain a coefficient of
.608 between its raw scores and the collegegrades received from
fifty-two colleges attended by two hundredWarren G. Harding Senior
High School graduates. Williamson(147) analyzed fourteen hundred
seventy-two records of college seniorswho had gr,duated in 1933 and
who as freshmen had taken theMinnesota College Aptitude test.The
median percentile on the freshmantest for the various curricula
ranged from a low of 23.25 inAgriculture to a maximum of 74.50 in
the Arts College.Chemistry and Home Economics had mediansplacing55
them about half way between the two extremes.
Intelligence quotients receive a great deal of favorable
mention as predictive devices.Whitney (146) determined positive
correlations of .48 and .50 between intelligence and the freshman
year grades.Byrne' and Henmon (17) found a .75 correlation between
intelligence test results and four year college grades; Rosenfeld and
Nemzek (110) compared first grade intelligence test results with
twelfth grade intelligence test results when both were applied in
predicting college grades at Wayne University and found the first
grade IQ's to be of no value in prediction; Finch and Nemzek (55)
found that the IQ from tests given three or four years before enter
ing college is at least as good as the college aptitude percentile
obtained at the time of matriculation; Leonard (89) reported finding
correlations between mental tests and college scholarship to average
.44 while in special fields the correlations between mental tests and
foreign language averaged .32, between mental tests and English .38,
and between mental tests and mathematics or science .35.
Regents examination results have been studied relative to
their predictive value in several instances.Archer (4) found a
correlation of .49 between Regents averages and college success
while DiVesta et al (36) found a correlation of .53 between Regents
averages and the first term average of students inthe College of
Agriculture at Cornell University; O'Sullivan(104) found the best
single index of first semester major to be the Regents average in
that subject.56
Crawford and Burnham (29) tested the reliability of College
Board Entrance examinations insofar as subsequent academic records of
Yale students were concerned and found that alone the scores of this
examination failed to afford a satisfactory index of either the
student's allaround scholastic promise or of his specific competence
in particular subjects studied.
The Iowa Foreign Language Aptitude examination was found to
be the best single predictor not only of foreign language but in
history, zoology, elementary mathematics and overall grade point
average by Wallace (142) who compared it with the ACE, Cooperative
English test, and Cooperative Vocabulary test.
The Use of Library and Study Material test was found to
contribute the greatest weight to the predictive index developed by
Votaw (137) who employed a battery including the ACE and the
Cooperative English test.
The scores of scholarship tests given by New York State in
determining awards of state scholarships were found by Tinkleham (131)
to have an estimated correlation of .57 with college success after
having been corrected for curtailment as suggested by Thorndike.
Gladfelter (66) compared the high school record, ACE, and
Cooperative English test scores when correlated against the first
year college grades and found the cooperative English test to have a
correlation of .598, the four year high school record a correlation
of .569 and the ACE a correlation of .591.
Hurd (46) states his contention that prediction 13 best
when the test used is of the same type as the area to be predicted.57
He backed up his belief with data from fortystudents in nursing
education at the University of Virginia.He presented as evidence a
correlation of .90 between the results of a two hour test in basic
science; and the averae student ranks on entrance examinationsgiven
in the same areas.
Factors &suiting From Choice of School and MajorCurriculum
Comment concerning the relative standards of various
institutions are frequently heard and read.Just as there are known
to exist great differences between high schools solikewise are there
wide differences between higher institutions.From time to time
some have speculatea that the betterstudents tend to enroll in one
type of institution or another.There can be no question but that
economic and social factors play very large parts in thechoices made
by students and their parents in selecting a college toattend. How
ever, when these factors are common,there is still the question as
to whether the better students are attracted to atechnical college
rather than to a liberal arts college; whether such studentswill
matriculate in four year colleges or in junior colleges whenboth
are available; whether thelarge institutions will draw the more
capable students when in competition withsmaller institutions with
similar standards and facilities.
With respect to questions such asthese, Caravan (19) wrote
that the relatively bright studentstend to enroll in four year col
leges rather than in junior collegesand in the large, rather than58
the small institutions.He found, also, that in general this class
of student will choose the nationally accredited school in preference
to the regionally accredited school.In addition he was able to show
that bright students favor institutions with higher fees and those
with the larger endowments; he also reported this group as favoring
eastern schools and least often choosing to attend southern insti
tutions.His criterion for determining a bright student was based
largely upon the ACE psychological examination scores taken from
tests given in 1933 and in view of the relatively low correlations
found when the scores of this test were compared to college success
it would seem that this criterion might be questioned.
Remmers (107) found that an institution such as Purdue
University which emphasizes technological training, tends to draw
students who are on the average slightly inferior to typical high
school seniors in the more formal aspects of English but show rel
atively higher performance in tests of technical abilities such as
mathematica.
Taggart (128), as was mentioned earlier in this chapter,
found the students transferring from San Mateo Junior College to
either the University of California or to Stanford to complete work
for an undergraduate degree to compare favorably with the students
who had matriculated in the four year institutionsdirectly from high
school in spite of the fact that a very large percentage of the
junior college students possessed high school records making it
impossible for them to be admitted to the higher institutionsdirectly59
from high school.
Several attempts have been made to determine which of
various predictive instruments are best suited to the differential
prediction of college success in one or more curricula as distinguished
from overall success defined without regard for the curriculum in
volved.Hawksworth (72) investigated the relative efficiency of a
prediction table developed at the University of Montana when ap,:lied
to students entering the various divisions of that institution.He
found this formula when applied relative to the first year grades of
all freshmen students in all divisions produced a coefficient of .626;
when restricted to the Division of Agriculture and Science, application
of the same formula resulted in a .7419 correlation.
Weigand (144) carried on a study at the University of
Maryland in which the choice of a vocation was one of the criteria
tested against success.His results were very indefinite but he
commented that it appeared evident the determination of a vocation
was not the only incentive needed for success.Matteson (99) ana
lyzed the changes in major made by students at Michigan State College
and concluded that changes made during the course of a regular term
were more often "good" choices than changes authorized at registration
periods.He felt the amount of counseling provided at the time the
change was authorized to be the primary factor determining the chances
by which the change might result in a "good choice ".60
Factors Due to the Age of Students
The age at which a student finishes his college education
may depend upon any one of several factors or some combination of
them.The age may be influenced by the time lapse between high school
graduation and college matriculation and with respect to this Feder
(53) found that students who had been out of school at this time for
a period ranging from 1/2 to 2 years showed the poorest record of
achievement at the end of their freshman year while those who had
been out of school 2-1/2 years or more had the best achievement record.
Students may be older at graduation because of delays
during the period of training and Beers (8) found the relationship
between the length of the period of training and the degree of achieve
ment to be very remote.Ferguson (54) concluded that young students
show better college achievement than older ones and Charters(22)
decided that students entering college at ages 15 to 17 do much better
than students entering at 14 or above.
Factors Supplied 132 First Year College Grades
It has often been said that nothing succeeds like success
and in line with this thinking a number of studies have been made to
determine the value of early college grades as predictors of subse
quent success in college.In consideration of this general problem
and not at all specifically apn'ied tocolleges, Hartman (71) re
lated the results of an experiment in learningreversed alphabet and
concluded that the size of the initial score made by trainees was61
a reasonably good prediction of the final score.He found the first
three trials to correlate with the final three trials of the exercise
with a coefficient of .60.
Feder (53) found the best predictions of second semester
achievement to be based upon first semester grades while O'Sullivan
(104) determined the best second semester oredictor in the major sub
ject to be the first semester major subject grade.Livingood (92)
employed a profile sheet which provided for each student a high school
index, aptitude index based upon freshman tests, and a scholarship
index for each semester; by means of this record he found the first
year marks to be the best predictor for subsequent marks.Lehman (88)
studied the graduating classes of the School of Home Economics at
Ohio State University for four consecutive years1938 to 1941and
compared the grade point average at the close of the first, third and
sixth term with the final grade point average.For these factors and
in the order given she arrived at coefficients of correlation with
values of .66, .80, and .88 respectively.Thus, it was evident that
the grade point average at the end of the freshman year was almost
as significant as that at the end of the sophomore year.Thurber
(130), however, found that with very few exceptions the college grad
uate will be in the same, or at least within one quartile of his
quartile as determined by grades at the end of the sophomore year,
while Siemens (122) found that the best single factor for predicting
the success of transfers into the departments of engineering at
the University of California was the grade point average in all lower62
division work and the grade point average of the first semester
engineering after transfer.The evidence is such that it repeats
again that past performance is the best index of success.It would
appear also that the more recent performance is the most reliable
as a predictor.
Personal History Factors
Since the aim of any personnel program must be to improve
the scholastic marks as well as to seek a means of prediction itseems
that personal factors must be taken into account in comparing the
various factors that have effects upon college success.Study per
formance is unquestionably of importance in achieving success and
Toops (132) outlines a method by which study performance tests may be
devised and used for prognosis.Stright (126) was concerned with
activities and scholarship and listed a considerable number of items
that should be taken into account.He included such things as sorority
or fraternity membership, membership in oth.,r campus organizations,
participation in extracurricular activities, leadership in an organ
ization, active in a church organization, week ends spent on the
campus, financial assistance provided, amount of employment, time
spent in class preparation and time available for examination Prep
aration.
Gerberich (63) compared first semester grades with the ACE
results in the cases of freshmen entering the University of Arkansas
in the three years 1929, 1930 and 1931 and obtained correlationsof63
.463, .575 and .546 respectively.In the same study he attempted to
relate data from questionnaires on study habits, extra - curricular
participation, and related issues to the grades received and as the
result concluded that two factors contribute to low scholarship of
high aptitude students; these are study techniques and time expend-
iture. Whereas, a partial explanation for low aptitude students
achieving high marks lies in careful study methods, attention to the
demands made by instructors, and elimination of extra -class activ-
ities.
Kahn and Singer (82) compared two groups of commerce
students and concluded that only -)ersonal factors could account for
the fact that students of high intelligence fail consistently and
that some students of low intelligence achieve high academic success.
Lehman (87) tested the hypothesis that students who will
achieve superior academic standing in their first quarter of residence
in college and those who will be found at the opposite end of the
scale differs from the beginning of their college career, in certain
important ways other than psychological test scores.She concluded
thatthose who do poorly in the first quarter do so at least partly
because they are poor in the use of tool subjects and partly because
they have many, or more serious, personal problems.Those who do
well are most likely to have control over tool subjects or are capable
of acquiring it to some degree; they either have no serious problems
or are able to take them in stride.
Ryans (112) described the use of a questionnaire submitted64
to principals and teachers prior to admitting students to college.
He felt that the evaluation of such data yielded essentially as
reliable predictions as did the intelligence test scores given during
the first three weeks of the term.Scott (116) used a questionnaire
for which scores were developed and by means of which a coefficient
of .37 was found between the total questionnaire and the average first
year grades.
Hake (69) used first semester grades as a criterion and
compared them with the results of a preference record test given to
all Letters and Science freshmen entering the University of Wisconsin
in the summer session and fall scmozzt r of 1943.As a result Ehe
concluded that interests as measured by this test were relatively
minor factors in predicting college achievement.
Asher and Gray (5) felt that criteria of college success
should be based upon survival as well as grade point average.They
weighted items obtained from personnel forms and compared the result-
ing values with grade point average and with grade point average
adjusted to include a survival factor.They concluded that the
personal history score is more closely related to the grade point
average-survival criteria than are intelligence test scores but that
the reverse is true when grade point average is used as a criterion
by itself.An examination of the coefficients obtained show that
there is little variation in those determined by comparing personal
history data with eithr set of criteria but the inclusion of the
survival factor greatly reduced the coefficient found when comraring65
intelligence test scores with the criteria.
One investigator, Donovan (39), reported the results of an
experiment in which seven hundred one students enrolled at Eastern
Kenbicky State Teachers College individually predicted their own
semester grades.The correlations of predicted grades with grades
given had a mean of .65 for all departments and ranged from .24 in
industrial arts to .86 in physics. Freshmen were about as good at
predicting their grades as were juniors and seniors but sophomores
exceeded the other classes considerably.The coefficients were:
freshmen .60, sophomores .75, juniors .67 and seniors .64.It appear
ed that prediction was more accurate with respect to courses granting
the greatest number of credit hours."A" grades were correctly pre
dicted 50 per cent of the time, "B's" 70 per cent of the time, "C's"
70 per cent of the time and "D's" and "F's" only about 14 per cent
of the time.Predictions were most accurate in classes with enroll
ments of between twenty and twentynine and were considerably less
accurate in classes of less than ten or in those of forty or more.
Statistical Treatments
The literature reveals a wide variety of treatments applied
in attempts to analyze data and determine predictionformulae of one
type or another.Availability of computing devices is a factor in
determining the complexity of the analysis used in manyinstances.
Segel (119) stated that the prediction ofscholastic success with the66
use of tests and measurements in education beganwith the correlation
of marks made by pupils in one year with marks made in later years as
was done by W. R. Miles.He, Segel, gave credit for introducing the
use of multiple regression to T. L.Kelley.At the outset, he
reported, teachers' marks and then the results of tests and question
naires were compared against two criteria; these were the average
success and the success in one subject or groupof subjects.Segel
added a third criterion which he referred to as differentialpredict
ion for he felt that the most important prediction is that achild
will do better in one line than in another.In sup-)ort of this
belief he referred to the evidence provided by C. Spearmanand
T. L. Kelley to the effect that differentiable mentalabilities are
in general indicated. In testing this contention hearrived at the
conclusion that his coefficients ranging from .333 to.694 and deter
mined with respect to success in specific subject matterfields,
showed as much reliability in differential prediction ashad been
achieved in the direct prediction of general academic success.
Elsewhere, Segel (118) described a plan for using the IBMto determine
multiple regression inasmuch as the effort required tocalculate
scores after a multiple regressionequation is obtained is almost
prohibitive in a practical situation.
Douglass (42) found that zero ordercorrelations between
general college success and variousfactors clustered between .50
and .60 for high school average,and between .40 and .50 for intel
ligence test scores, while multiplecorrelations averaged about .65.67
The general opinion of investigators seemed to be that the
multiple correlation is more reliable than the zero order correlation
provided by a single factor.Among those who have reported results
based upon multiple correlations are Line (91) who used combined ACE
percentiles determined by national norms and high school percentile
rank compared with the freshman year grade point average and obtained
a multiple correlation of .711; Read (106) made zero order correlations
with both the results of the ACE and high school grade average; he
then combined the two to find the multiple correlation with first
semester, second semester, and first year grades.In comparing the
zero order coefficients with the multiple coefficients he concluded
that the use of two factors simultaneously resulted in only a slight
advantage and that when three factors were combined the gain in pre
dictive value was not justified by the effort required.
However, the trend seems to be very definitely in the
direction of prediction formulae employing several rather than single
factors.Multiple correlations are generally in the .60's and 70's
in contrast to coefficients in the 40's and 50's often found with a
single predictive factor.This represents a relatively small increase
in predictive efficiency and some writers point out that in terms of
the work involved it can scarcely be justified in many practical
situations.Nevertheless, with the increasing use of mechanical
computers it should be anticipatedthatiJoredictive formulae will
become increasingly complex and more effective.
A few investigators have preferred to develop very complex68
methods of analysis. Among these are McQuary (94) an investigator who
used twenty-three variables which he grouped into seven factors and
in turn applied these factors to the criteria by means of a multiple
regression matrix which he then converted into orthogonal solutions.
Manning (97) felt there was much merit in the idea of using functions
designed to interpret the results in terms of smoothing toward third
and fourth degree parabolas rather than employing linear or flat
surface functions as is the case with respect to zero order and multi
ple coefficients of correlation.Such interpretations are vague to
the present writer who suspects them to be too complex to be readily
applied by many of those in positions to use the results in counseling.
Authors reporting on the use of multiple correlations and
complex predictive formulae included Byrns (18), Carter and McGinnis
(21), Crawford (30), Dolansky (38), Drake and Henmon (43), Edds and
McCall (48), Hawksworth (72), Lins (91), Manning (96), and Stone
(124).
Various ways of handling the data were employed in the
variety of studies reported.Some used the total number of grade
points rather than the grade point average which apv)eared to be the
most common criterfon Still others such as Dwyer (47)
arrived at sub-correlations by dividing the high school grades and
college grades into groups and assi7ring numerical values to each
group.Percentile rank, decile relic, and raw scores of the various
tests employed were used in the statistical treatment of the data.
McGehee (93) divided the ACE deciles into three groups consisting69
of deciles 1-3, 4-7, 8-10 and treated the data in this manner.
In addition to the usual formulae for coefficients of
correlation both of the zero order and those produced by multiple
correlation, some investigators such as Moore (41) and Dressel (44)
employed analysis of variance and covariance in testing hypotheses
of various kinds that were pertinent to the problem of predicting
college success.
Instead of reporting coefficients of correlation some have
reported their results in terms of predictive efficiency.Huffaker
(77), Froehlich (60) and Finch and Nemzek (55) referred to the
predictive efficiency as being determined as follows:
1
Predictive efficiency 1 - (1 - )2
where r is the correlation coefficient.Examination of results in
terms of this index leads one to recognize that differences in cor-
relations reported do not produce the same relative differences in
the predictive efficiency o:the factors upon which they are reported.
For example, Froehlich reports the predictive efficiency for the best
single factor to be 21.5 per cent whereas the best two factors
combined result in a predicti7e efficiency of 29.1 per cent and three
combined factors increase this efficiency to just 30.2 per cent.
Finch, in :peaking of data collected during the secondary school
period and their value in predicting college success concluded that
the multiple coefficients of correlation increase the predictive
index by such small magnitudes when compared to single predictors70
that the improvement is of negligible practical value.Huffaker (77)
states that under conditions of the best possible prediction it is,
except by chance, only rarely that we can predict with greater
accuracy than 50 per cent.
Expressed Difficulties With Predicting College Success
Among the difficulties mentioned with prognosis are those
listed by Williamson (149) as administrative and admission changes,
failure of instructors to adjust grading in terms of a more homogen
eous college population and improved personnel practices.Feder (52)
agrees that predictive coefficients should logically be expected to
decrease under the influence of improved instructional methods and
guidance.Huffaker (77, p. 48) states that, "If the criteria of
scholastic success were as reliable as present psychological tests,
it is probable that predictions would be satisfactory in three cases
out of four."However, he feels that instructors grades which are
the most commonly used criteria of success seldom have a reliability
coefficient of .75 and that it is doubtful whether any prognostic
test ever has been consistently above an efficiency of 3i0.
The following quotations tend to point out the opinions of
the authors quoted with regard to the general problem of predicting
college success.Martin (98, p. 52) says, "Choice of students on
the part of our institutions of higher education is based upon a
prediction of one's ability to function successfully in a given
academic situation.The basis for prediction in a majority of cases71
lies in our 'measure' of capacity for achievement.It never occurs
to us that the 'will to achieve' might be an equally significant
basis for prediction." (98, p. 57) "The prediction of success
on the basis of measured capacities alone offers some serious problems.
In it there is a danger of building an educational 'aristocracy of
brains', and brains interpreted as an ability to follow a traditional
college curriculum.This method tends to segregate those who are
capable of performing satisfactorily the tasks set by one group of
measuring scales and providing them with a college education which is
denied others who might perform with equal satisfaction in relation
to another and different set of scales." "This segregation violates
the principles of democracy and lays the foundations for a totalitarian
philosophy."
In somewhat less critical language but in the same vein are
the remarks of Charters (23, p. 167) who says that excluding the lower
1/3 of the high school class does injustice to at least 20 per cent
of the number excluded who would succeed if given the opportunity.
He agrees with Huffaker that one of the causes for poor prediction is
that the marks given in college are not reliable measures of success;
a second cause he believes to be in the fact that there existno
instruments for measuring industry, ambition, confidence and sociabil
ity.
Travers (133) felt that the desire to learn varies from
individual to individual and with any one individual from situation
to situation; further, that a great variety of environmental factors72
outside the immediate learning situation affect the pupils desire to
learn.In stating these as two reasons why we cannot make good
predictions of scholastic success he considered that it is time for
many educators and psychologists to give up the idea that if only the
right test could be found then scholastic success could be predicted
with accuracy.This concept he would have replaced by a field theory
which would recognize that the amount of learning which occurs depends
upon the field in which the individual operates as well as on factors
inherent in the individual.Elsewhere the same author (134, P. 294)
expresses the thought that we must develop more knowledge concerning
the effect of variations in the student's environment and secondly
we must determine the outcome that any program of teaching is designed
to achieve and how to measure its success.
Borow (14, p. 26) writes that, "it may be said that the
heightened accuracy of academic prognostic work rests upon continuing
improvements in institutional grading methods, upon the development
of even more searching ability tests, and lastly, and I think most
significantly, upon the introduction of carefully devised measures of
non-intellectual influences in college achievement."
Summary
This review of the literature appears to reveal the following
major points with respect to the generally stated findings and opinions
of the investigators whose reports were read.
1.Non intellectual factors such as sex, veteran or73
non-veteran status, size or location of high school
are not of sufficient significance to be employed in
predicting college success.
2.The type of high school curriculum is of little value
in prognosis and it should not be a criterion for
admission to college.
3.The over-all grade point average computed from high
school grades is the best single predictor for freshman
grades available at matriculation.Some would use the
rank in high school class in preference to the grade
point average and it is shown to be approximately as
good a predictor as the total high school average grade.
4.Prediction of over-all college success can be made with
higher efficiency than prediction in individual subjects
or subject matter fields.
5.The high school record is not always indicative of
inability to do college work.Students registering at
junior colleges and later transferring to four year
colleges to graduate perform more in line with the
junior college record than with the high school record.
6.The results of aptitude and placement tests are a poor
second in predicting freshman grades when compared to
high school grades.However, the American Council on
Education psychological examination is a better pre-
dictor than other psychological examinations employed.74
7.Both high school grades and college placement test data
become less significantly related to college success
as the student gets farther along in college.
8.Types of institutions tend to be selective in the kind
of students that attend them with the best students
choosing to attend large four year colleges with high
fees and large endowments.
9.There is no single predictor that can be employed with
equal success with respect to all curricula available
in a university or large college.
10.The age of students is not an important factor in
prediction in the age range which includes most under
graduate students.
11.It is agreed that "nothing succeeds like success" and
that college grades in early terms are the best pre
dictors of subsequent college achievement.
12. While personal history factors must be taken into
account in individual cases of counseling they are of
such variation and complexity that they do not show
significant value as oredictive instruments insofar
as they apply or are determined by group data.
13.The general trend is away from the use of single
factors and toward the use of prediction formulae
employing multiple factors.
14.No very great improvement in predictive efficiency75
can be anticipated in view of the unreliability of the
criteria upon which college success is based and the
many variable factors involved in each individual case.
Smith (123, p. 176) stated the belief that improvement
could be accomplished if:
a)the students all worked to capacity,
b)we could determine the time, energy, and
application of each student,
c)instructors used more objective methods in
appraising student achievement.
15.Predictive formulae, whether based upon single or
multiple factors should be used with caution in counsel
ing.Even though such instruments provide reliable
results with respect to large groups they should not be
applied indiscriminately to individuals but should be
considered only in the light of as many other available
factors as possible.
The summary provided by Cosand (27) in his previously
referred to review of the literature made in 1953 offers a listof
coefficients found by a large number of investigators.He reports
finding values for coefficients of correlation of which thefollowing
are representative:76
Single Predictor with College Success(27, p. 16)
.41 to .68
.36 to .62
High school grades
High school rank in class
ACE Q .29 to .40
ACEL .32 to .47
ACE T .29 to .55
Mental tests .44 to .56
General achievement tests .34 to .56
Scholastic Aptitude Test (verbal) .21 to .49
Scholastic Aptitude Test (math) .30 to .52
Multiple Correlations of Predictors With College Success (27, p. 20)
ACE plus reading or writing tests .72
High school grades plus Education
Test Service battery .61 to .63
Otis I. Q. plus Iowa English .68
High school average plus I. Q. plus
Study Performance test .75
High school grades plus ACE .54 to .71
High school grades plus I. Q. .56 to .71
English grades plus I. Q. .70
The summary reported immediately above is not the complete
summary given in the reference but includes those items which appear
to be pertinent to the findings reported earlier in this chapter.77
TITTHE FINDINGS
The data used in this study were taken from the records of
three hundred and twenty -six graduates who in the twenty -one year
period beginning in 1932 and ending in 1953 had been awarded
baccalaureate degrees by Oregon State College based upon completion
of science curricula.During that time seventeen hundred and seven
degrees had been granted to approximately sixteen hundred ninety
individuals from whose records a random selection determined those
to be included in the sample.
Each record in the sample was analyzed with respect to
forty -seven factors.A number of these factors were subsequently
discarded because of limited data.On the basis of the remaining
information a list of twenty -four hypotheses was composed to serve as
a means by which the possibility of significant relationships exist-
ing between twenty-one factors and college success might be explored.
The analytical tools employed in the investigation were the
analysis of variance and a linear regression test; each was applied
to those situations in which it would best serve.
The hypotheses tested and the criteria by which college
success was defined have been listed in detail in Chapter I.It is
the purpose of this chapter to set forth and describe the results
determined.78
Factors Resulting From Location of Zigh School From Which Graduated
HYPOTHESIS 1:The graduates of Oregon high schools and
those graduating out -of -state show equal college success.
By means of this hypothesis an attempt was made to determine
whether there existed any significant differences in the average col-
lege success of students who had graduated from Oregon high schools
and those who had graduated from high schools located outside this
state.Since the factor being tested under the hypothesis is
entirely qualitative, the analysis of variance was employed in making
all tests with the seven basic criteria defined in Chapter I.
These were:
1.Over-all grade point average grouping.
2.Grade point average grouping in total major field
courses.
3.Grade point average grouping in total arts and letters.
4.Grade point average grouping in total social science.
5.Grade point average grouping in total mathematics.
6.Grade point average grouping in total physical science.
7.Grade point average grouping in total biological
science.
In later hypotheses concerned with the relationships of
early college grades to college success, certain of the factors were
also employed as criteria in one or more tests. Among these were:
8.Grade point average grouping in total work done at
Oregon State College.79
9.Grade point average grouping in first-term grades.
10,Grade point average grouping in first-year grades.
11.Grade point average grouping in first-term major grades.
12.Grade point average grouping in first-year major grades.
Thble 4: page 80 shows both the preliminary computations and
the statistical test results determined for each criterion.Reference
to this table shows clearly that in general there exists little dif-
ference in the academic achievement of Oregon high school graduates
and that of out -of- .state graduates.In one criterion only - grade
point average grouping in total physical science - is the mean dif-
ference sufficiently large to be considered significant at the 5 per
cent level.However, it should be noted that in five of the seven
criteria, including the one in which significance was determined,
out-of-state graduates showed higher grade point average groupings
than did Oregon high school graduates.Members of the latter classi-
fication show a very slight superiority in arts and letters and in
the social sciences.It should be noted that all the differences
found were so very small as to be given little weight in any appli-
cation to college admission or counseling problems.
HYPOTHESIS 2:The size of the community in which the high
school is located is not a factor contributing to college success.
The test made under this hypothesis is one designed to
determine whether significant differences actually exist between
the academic records of students graduating from high schools situatedTable 4
COLLEGE SUCCESS OF OREGON HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES COMPARED WITH OUT-OF-STATE GRADUATES
Preliminary Computations and Statistical Tests
Oregon
Hi. Sch.
Graduates
Other
Hi. Sch.
Graduates Total
Test of Hypothesis
F*
value
Significant
5% level
No.Ave. No.Ave. No,Ave.
Over-all GPA grouping 2383.042 873.083 3253.052 0.127 V No
GPA grouping in total
major field courses 2382.991 873.195 3253.046 2.376 V No
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 2382.993 872.989 3252.975 0.001 V No
GPA grouping in total
social science 2383.000 872.908 3252.975 0.429 V No
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 2162.417 802.650 2962.479 2.057 V No
GPA grouping in total
physical science 2382.723 873.057 3252.812 5.971 V Yes
GPA grouping in total
biological science 1612.882 633.143 2242.955 2.689 V No
*Minimum F value for significance in test of hypothesis by means of analysis of variance, V, is 3.84.81
in cities classified on the basis of population as shown in Table 5A,
page 82.It is to be seen that of the three hundred twenty four cases
used in this test, 45.4 per cent came from cities of less than ten
thousand population while 32.7 per cent came from cities of above two
hundred thousand.In a state such as Oregon this distribution is to
be expected since all cities except Portland fall below the fifty
thousand mark.The few individuals, fourteen in number, revealed as
coming from cities in the fifty thousand to two hundred thousand
classification were nonresident students or at least had graduated
from high school in another state.The Encyclopedia Rritannica (51)
and the 1943 Oregon Blue Book (101) were employed as the authorities
upon which to determine the population of the cities involved.
Table 5B, page 83 provides the results of statistical tests
made relative to the hypothesis.It will be noted that linear re
lationships are shown to exist with respect to six of the seven basic
criteria under which success is defined and accordingly all but this
single criterion were tested by means of the regression test.The
correlation of .179 shown for the GPA grouping in total biological
science is enclosed in parenthesis to draw attention to the fact that
its reliability is to be considered as doubtful in view of the lack
of linearity shown.In general, the values of the coefficients of
correlation found for each criteria are small.However, the size of
the city in which the high school from which graduated was located
and the GPA groupings in total major field courses, total social
science, total physical science and total biological science areTable 5A
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH SIZE OF CITY IN Vi RICH HIGH SCHOOL OF GRADUATION IS LOCATED
Preliminary Computations
City Populations
Total
less than
10 M 10M - 50M 50M - 200M
above
200 M
No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave.
Over-all GPA grouping 1473.109 573.070 143.071 1062.991 3243.052
Total GPA grouping in
major field courses 1473.211 573.105 143.214 1062.764 3243.046
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 1472.973 572.912 143.142 1063.038 3242.985
GPA grouping in total
social science 1473.102 573.035 143.000 1062.764 3242.975
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 1382.565 522.423 132.077 922.457 2952.485
GPA grouping in total
physical science 1472.905 572.912 143.000 1062.613 3242.814
GPA grouping in total
biological science 1023.039 393.205 113.545 722.611 2242.955
az83
Table5B
COLLEGE SUCCESS CWPARED WITH
SIZE OF CITY IN WHICH HIGH SCHOOL OF GRADUATION IS LOCATED
Statistical Tests
Test of LinearityTest of Hypothesis
Corr.
Coeff.
F*
value
linear at
5% level
F*-Significant
value 5% level
Over-all GPA grouping0.004 Yes 0.117 R No .033
GPA grouping in total
major field courses0.597 Yes 9.670 R Yes -.170
GPA, grouping in total
arts and letters 0.497 Yes 0.667 R No .045
GPA grouping in total
social science 0.110 Yes 5.672 R Yes -.132
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 0.871 Yes 0.723 R No -.050
GPA grouping in total
physical science 0.563 Yes 4.517 R Yes -.118
GPA grouping in total
biological science 3.686 No 4.980 V Yes ( -.179)
* Minimum F value for significance in linearity test is 3.00.
** Minimum F value for significance in test of hypothesis by means
of regression functions (R), is 3.84.
it*Minimum F value for significance in test of hypothesis by means
of analysis of variances (V)s is 2.60.84
shown to be significantly and negatively related.in fact, five of
the seven criteria indicate a negative relationship with the size of
city in which the high school of graduation was located.
It should be stressed that all correlations are small and
can therefore be given little weight inprognosis, but the persistence
of a negative relationship should at least cast some doubt uponclaims
sometimes heard concerning students coming into college from large
population centers as being generally better students than those who
come from small communities.Insofar as Oregon State College was con
cerned in 1935, the conclusion reached here is in line with thefind
ings of Jones and Laslett (81, p. 270) who in a study ofOregon State
students found that, "the size of the high school from which the
student came bears little relation to the college marks he made."
While the present study has used the size of community rather than
the size of high school, it is felt that in the period with which it
is concerned there was a close relationship between size of community
and size of school.Transportation facilities and economic pressures
had not yet produced centralization and large rural schools to the
extent now evident.
Factors Due to gljas, Veteran or Nonveteran Status of Students
HYPOTHESIS 3:The means of high school deciles for women,
veteran men, and nonveteran men students are equal.
This hypothesis serves as the basis for a test to determine£35
whether there exists a significant difference in the average high
school decile of women, veteran men, and non-veteran men included in
the sample.Table 6, page 86 lists the results.Examination shows
that the women in the sample had an average high school decile rank
about 2.3 full decile units higher than non-veteran men and 1.5 decile
units higher than veteran men.Analysis of variance reveals the ex-
istence of a significant difference between the mean high school
decile of women science majors and men science majors, both veteran
and non-veteran.This was anticipated, for economic and social
pressures as well as long standing prejudices against women in
science are such as to turn women into other fields unless they
possess both a strong desire and a steadfast determination to face
prolonged difficulty not only in obtaining an education but in estab-
lishing themselves professionally thereafter.There are other less
restricted fields open to women who find the training in science too
difficult.Men, on the other hand, will often remain in a field of
science in spite of mediocre success out of a lack of desire to under-
take another field of endeavour.Experience suggests women are less
likely to be concerned with long range vocational aspects of their
training in science while men are much concerned with that aspect
but show less concern with academic success as long as it is such as
to permit them to enter into the professional life for which they
are training.
HYPOTHLS1S 4:The means of American Council of Education
Psychological Examination deciles for women, veteran men, andTable6
DECILE RANKING OF WOMEN, VETERAN MEN AND NON-VETERANMEN STUDENTS COMPARED
Preliminary Computations and Statistical Tests
Women
Veteran
Men
Non-
Veteran
Men Total
Test of Hypothesis
F*
value
Significant
5% level
No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave.
High school decile 367.667 566.125 925.370 1846.049 8.506 Yes
ACE psychological
examination decile487.500 1007.910 1267.111 2747.471 3.159 Yes
English placement
test decile 387.447 526.135 1086.333 1986.495 2.856 No
* Minimum F value required for significance in test of hypothesisby means of analysis of variance is 3.00.87
nonveteran men students are equal.
This hypothesis states that the means of ACE decile rankings
for women, veteran men and non- veteran men ire equal.Table 6 shows
that this hypothesis must be rejected for a significant difference
does exist in that the mean ACE standing of veteran men students is
significantly greater than that of either the women or nonveteran
men appearing in the sample.The difference is less pronounced than
in the comparison of high school deciles for the same three groups of
individuals, but why this difference should exist at all is not clear
to the writer without the assumption that maturity, or the experience
gained in taking the various types of classification tests to which
military personnel are generally exposed, is a factor in "teaching"
some of the elements appearing in the ACE psychological examination.
HYPOTHESIS 5:The means of English placement test deciles
for women, veteran men, and nonveteran men students are equal.
The same type of hypothesis as that employed with the high
school deciles and the ACE deciles is employed here to determine the
presence of any difference in the means of English placement deciles
as between the same three classifications compared in testing the two
previous hypotheses.These results are likewise shown in Table 6,
page 86.Again the women are shown to exceed the men in mean decile
rating but in this instance the distribution in each classification
is such that the mean difference is not found to be significant.88
HYPOTHESIS 6:The means of grade point average groupings
for women, veteran men, and nonveteran men students are equal.
Studies previously referred to have commented upon findings
to the effect that women students tend to make better academicrecords
than do men students and that the findings regarding theacademic
standing of women tend to be more uniform.In this connection more
than one investigator found that the predicted gradesof women seemed
to be more reliable than those of men.Table 7, page 89 shows that
in five of the seven criteria of college success the womenstudents
possess average (WA groupings greaterthan those of veteran men and
in all seven criteria the mean GPA grouping of women exceedsthat of
nonveteran men.In major field courses and in physical science the
men veterans have averages above thoseof women.
In testing these samples it appears from Table 7 that in
just three criteria are the differences in mean GPA groupingsuch as
to be significant.Significance is shown to be present for overall
GPA grouping, GPA grouping in total arts and letters, and GPA grouping
in biological sciences the significance is especially pronounced in
the case of arts and letters.Women students majoring in science are
more likely to major in fields of biology or to electbiological
sciences in satisfying the requirements for a general science degree.
It will be noted that all but two of the women students whose records
were included in this sample had taken at least some biological science
whereas only 52.6 per cent of the veteran men and 70.3 per cent of
the nonveteran men had taken any biology in collegesIn the past allTable7
COLLEGE SUCCESS OF VWEN, VETERAN MEN AND NON-VETERAN gEN STUDENTS COMPARED
Preliminary Computations and Statistical Tests
Women
Veteran
Men
Non-
Veteran
Men Total
Test of Hypothesis
F*Significant
value 5% level
No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave.
Over-all GPA grouping563.339 1122.991 1583.006 3263.058 3.749 V Yes
GPA grouping in total
major field courses562.982 1123.188 1582.981 3263.052 1.388 V No
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 563.554 1122.920 1582.816 3262.979 9.754 V Yes
GPA grouping in total
social science 563.179 1122.920 1582.937 3262.972 1.163 V No
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 412.683 1102.491 1462.418 2972.481 0.801 V No
GPA grouping in total
physical science 562.714 1122.938 1582.766 3262.816 1.051 V No
GPA grouping in total
biological science543.093 593.085 1112.820 2242.955 3.563 V Yes
* Minimum F value required for significance in test of hypothesis with analysis of variance is 3.00.90
science curricula have required some physical science to be included
either by direct statement or by implication but only very recently
has such a requirement been established with respect to biological
science.It is believed that one of the major factors causing women
to major in biology in preference to one of the physical sciences
rests in social mores and biases which tend to restrict the fieldsof
physics, chemistry and geology as being peculiarly the province of
the male sex while similar taboos with regard to women inbiological
fields, although existing in the past, have been modified, at least
in the United States, to the extent that they are much lesspronounced
than they were earlier in our history.
Factors Due to High School Curricula
HYPOTHESIS 71The number of mathematics units earned in
high school is not a factor contributing to college success.
This and the two following hypotheses are concerned with
the relationship of college success to the number of units of cer
tain academic subjects earned during the high school career.The
admission policy at Oregon State College during the period in quest
ion did not include specifications regarding the inclusion of
subjects other than those required to satisfy graduation from a
standard high school.Accordingly, students were admitted without
reference to the number of mathematics, science or foreign language
units presented.Tables 8A and 8B, pages 91 and 92 outline theTable 8A
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH THE NUMBER OF UNITS EARNED IN HIG1 SCHOOL MATHEMATICS
Preliminary Computations
Units of High School Mathematics
Total 1 to 2 2 to 3 above 3
7771i77 No.Ave. No.Ave. NO.Ave.
Overall GPA grouping 1013.000 1053.057 1123.125 3183.063
GPA grouping in total major field courses 1013.030 1053.095 1123.027 3183.050
GPA grouping in total arta and letters 1012.614 1052.924 1123.080 3182.881
GPA grouping in total social science 1012.980 1052.952 1123.027 3182.987
GPA grouping in total mathematics 842.333 982.571 1082.556 2902.497
GPA grouping in total physical science 1012.574 1052.905 1122.982 3182.827
GPA grouping in total biological science 853.000 722.973 632.905 2212.96492
Table88
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH
THE NU'MER OF TilATILL:IATI CS UNITS EARNED IN HIGH SCHOOL
Statistical Tests
Test of LinearityTest of Hypothesis
Corr.
Coeff.
F*
value
linear at
5% level
F**
value
Significant
5% level
Overall GPA grouping0.001 Yea 1.141 R No .060
GPA grouping in total
major field courses0.326 Yes 0.001 R No .002
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 0.256 Yes 7.100 R Yes .148
GPA grouping in total
social science 0.136 Yes 0.107 R No .018
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 0.720 Yes 1.453 R No .071
GPA grouping in total
physical science 0.928 Yes 7.142 R Yes .149
GPA grouping in total
biological science 0.017 Yes 0.266 R No .035
* Minimum F value for significance in linearity test is 3.84.
** Minimum F value for significance in test of hypothesis is 3.84.93
relationships found to exist between the academic success of science
majors and the number of units of mathematics included in their high
school records.In the total sample drawn and of those for whom in
formation concerning high school records was available, three hundred
eighteen had had one or more units of mathematics.Of this three
hundred eighteen, only two hundred ninety had taken some form of col
lege mathematics and just two hundred twentyone had included any
biology in work done for the baccalaureate degree.
Evidently the number of units of high school mathematics
has little relationship to future college success based upon the
criteria used here.Small positive correlations were shown to exist
for all criteria tested except that of GPA grouping in total bio
logical science, which was found to have a very small but negative
correlation with the number of high school mathematics units. Sig
nificant but small positive correlations of .148 and .149 were found
to exist for GPA grouping in arts and letters and GPA grouping in
physical science, respectively.In spite of expectations to the con
trary, the correlation coefficient of .071 found for GPA grouping in
college mathematics was too small to be significant.
HYPOTHESIS 8:The number of science units earned in high
school is not a factor contributing to college success.
Tables 9A and 9B, pages 94 and 95 set forth the results of
computations and tests made under this hypothesis.Here in comparing
the number of units of high school science with college success, highTable 9A
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH THE NUMBER OF' SCIENCE UNITS EARNED IN HIGH SCHOOL
Preliminary Computations
Units of High School Science
Total 1 to 2 2 to 3 above 3
No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave.
Overall GPA grouping 933.065 1223.025 1023.078 3173.054
GPA grouping in total major field courses 933.054 1223.000 1023.098 3173.047
GPA grouping in total arts and letters 933.043 1223.025 1022.892 3172.987
GPA grouping in total social science 932.968 1222.934 1023.069 3172.987
GPA grouping in total mathematics 882.443 1062.481 952.558 2892.495
GPA grouping in total physical science 932.806 1222.762 1022.912 3172.823
GPA grouping in total biological science 642.938 902.933 652.923 2192.93195
Table9B
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH
THE NUMBER OF SCIENCE UNITS EARNED IN HIGH SCHOOL
Statistical Tests
Test of linearityTest of Hypothesis
Corr.
Coeff.
F*
value
linear at
5% level
F**Significant
value 5% level
Overall GPA grouping0.225 Yes 0.016 R No .007
GPA grouping in total
major field courses0.368 Yes 0.091 R No .017
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 0.190 Yes 0.888 R No .053
GPA grouping in total
social science 0.415 Yes 0.413 R No .036
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 0.017 Yes 0.418 R No .037
GPA grouping in total
physical science 0.555 Yes 0.456 R No .037
GPA grouping in total
biological science 0.001 Yes 0.006 R No .005
* Minimum F value for significance in linearity test is 3.84.
** Minimum F value for significance in test of hypothesis is 3.84.96
school courses in biology, physics and chemistry were included with
general science courses.Three hundred seventeen of the original
sample had records of some kind of science taken in high school.It
will be seen by reference to the above mentioned tables that while
all relationships shown are linear, the correlations found are so
very small as to lack significance.It can only be concluded that
insofar as the evidence of this sample is concerned a high school
record including more than three units of science provides no better
basis upon which to predict college success in science curricula than
does the record with a minimum of one unit of science.
HYPOTHESIS 9:The number of foreign language units earned
in high school is not a factor contributing significantly to college
success.
Tests to determine the relationship between the number of
units of high school foreign language and college success were found
to vary considerably with the different criteria employed.As shown
in Tables 10A and 10B, pages 97 and 98 the two significant correlations
determined were a positive .148 with respect to GPA grouping in arts
and letters and a negative .161 with respect to GPA grouping in total
biological science.The inference to be made would appear to be that
information concerning the amount of foreign language taken in high
school can be of little value in predicting future college success.
It may be recalled that both Ross (111) and Clark (24) had found a
positive relationship to exist between the number of units of foreignTable 10A
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED AITH THE NUMBER OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE UNITS EARNED IN HIGH SCHOOL
Preliminary Computations
Units of High School Foreign Language
Total none 0 to 1 1 to 2 above 2
No.Ave. No.Ave. No,Ave. No,Ave. No.Ave.
Over-all GPA. grouping 1143.044 273.148 1213.058 563.071 3183.063
GPA grouping in total
major field courses 1143.079 273.296 1213.041 562.875 3183.047
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 1142.763 272.926 1213.149 563.125 3182.987
GPA grouping in total
social science 1143.018 273.333 1212.926 562.893 3182.987
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 1082.343 252.600 1102.564 472.596 2902.490
GPA grouping in total
physical science 1142.912 272.741 1212.736 563.000 3182.846
GPA grouping in total
biological science 763.145 213.190 812.840 422.714 2202.95598
Table 108
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH
THE NUMBER OF FOREIGN LANGUAGE UNITS EARNED IN HIGH SCHOOL
Statistical Tests
Test of LinearityTest of Hypothesis
Corr.
Coeff.
F*
value
linear at
5% level
F**
value
Significant
5% level
Overall GPA grouping0.104 Yes 0.014 R No .002
GPA grouping in total
major field courses0.918 Yes 1.171 R No .060
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 0.486 Yes 7.064 R Yes .148
GPA grouping in total
social science 1.263 Yes 0.886 R No .052
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 0.237 Yes 2.140 R No .086
GPA grouping in total
physical science 1.622 Yes 0.029 R No .003
GPA grouping in total
biological science 0.315 Yes 5.773 R Yes .161
* Minimum F value for significane in linearity test is 3.00.
* Minimum F value for significance in test of hypothesis is 3.84.99
language taken in high school and first year college grades but
neither had been able to declare it to be a relationship of any very
great significance.Clark had concluded that Latin alone might have
some very slight value as a predictor but Ross seemed to besomewhat
more imoressed with the high school foreign language as apredictor
of college success, for he believed that the more capable students
elected to take additional foreign language and thus revealed them-
selves as the best college prospects in contrast to the lesscapable
students who elected to take less demanding courses than foreign
languages.
Factors Present in Previously Earned Grades
HYPOTHESIS 10:The high school decile has no significant
correlation with college success.
Reference was frequently noted in the literature to the
value of high school grades in predicting college success.Hypothesis
10 is employed in this study to determine the relationship between the
high school decile assigned each entering freshman student at Oregon
State College and ultimate college success.No high school decile is
assigned to students entering as transfers from other institutions of
higher learning, and accordingly only one hundred eighty -four of the
three hundred twenty-six records used in the original sample were
available for this analysis.Reference to Tables 11A, pages 100 and
101 will show that by the time college graduation was achievedTable 11A
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH THE HI G': SCHOOL DECILE
Preliminary Compuations
High School Deciles
one two three four five six
No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave.
Over-all GPA grouping 52.600 192.737 82.500 152.600 63.000 242.708
GPA grouping in total
major field courses 52.800 192.842 82.125 152.800 63.167 242.500
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 52.600 192.684 82.250 152.667 62.667 242.625
GPA grouping in total
social science 52.600 192.526 82.375 153.067 63.000 242.708
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 51.800 172.235 61.500 132.077 52.200 212.048
GPA grouping in total
physical science 52.400 192.316 81.875 152.600 62.667 242.375
GPA grouping in total
biological science 23.000 112.364 62.333 92.333 43.250 142.071
(This table continued on following page.)Table 11A(Continued)
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH THE HIGH SCHOOL DECILE
Preliminary Computations
High School Deciles
Total seven eight nine ten
No. Ave. No.Ave. No. Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave.
Over-all GPA grouping 292.897 213.381 263.231 313.645 1843.038
GPA grouping in total
major field courses 292.793 213.333 263.231 313.548 1842.995
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 292.828 213.285 263.385 313.935 1843.022
GPA grouping in total
social science 292.724 213.476 263.462 313.742 1843.065
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 252.240 192.684 252.320 293.138 1652.382
GPA grouping in total
physical science 292.517 212.809 262.962 313.581 1842.734
GPA grouping in total
biological science 232.783 143.429 132.923 253.600 1212.884102
Table 11B
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH
THEHIGHSCHOOL DECILE
Statistical Tests
Test of LinearityTest of Hypothesis
Corr.
Coeff.
F*
value
linear at
5% level
F**
value
Significant
5% level
Over.all GPA grouping1.317 Yea 35.723 R Yes .402
GPA grouping in total
major field courses1.563 Yes 12.971 R Yes .252
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 1.866 Yes 39.357 R Yes .415
GPA grouping in total
social science 1.466 Yes 24.799 R Yes .343
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 1.300 Yes 12.623 R Yes .267
GPA grouping in total
physical science 1.448 Yes 22.102 R Yes .333
GPA grouping in total
biological science 1.722 Yes 16.698 R Yes .343
* Minimum F value for significance in linearity test is 1.94.
** Minimum F value for significance in test of hypothesis is3.84.103
selection had operated to eliminate students in the lower deciles to
a greater extent than is true of those entering in the higher deciles.
For this reason approximately 42 per cent of the one hundred eighty
four graduates considered were in the top three deciles while just
slightly more than 17 per cent were in the lowest three deciles.This
fact suggests that in considering the probable completion of a four.
year college curriculum the odds in favor of entering high school
students with grades in the top 30 per cent are in the order of 2.5
to 1 when compared to students entering in the bottom 30 per cent.
Table 11B, page 102 lists positive correlations between the
seven criteria used and the high school decile; these range in value
from .252 to .415.This finding is in line with those of a number
of previously mentioned investigators who reached the conclusion that
high school gracies or high school rank in graduating class are much
more useful in predicting college success than are the kinds of
courses included in the high school record.The high school decile
as assigned at Oregon State College is based upon high school grades.
HYPOTHESIS llsThe grade point average grouping in credits
earned at institutions other than Oregon State College has no
significant correlation with college success.
One hundred ninety of the three hundred twenty -six cases
included in the sample had taken some college work at institutions
other than Oregon State College.These cases were not alone those
of transfer students who had matriculated first at another colleges104
for included among them were the records of students who completed
their last year at the Medical or Dental schools in Portland and some
students who had attended summer sessions or one or more regular
terms at institutions other than Oregon State College, although they
had matriculated first here and received baccalaureate degrees from
this College.
The usual tests were made to determine the relative success
of students who had taken some work elsewhere and to compare the suc
cess made in the work done at other institutions with the success
accomplished at Oregon State College as well as with the total success
based upon the all work done in satisfying degree requirements.
Tables 12A and 12B, pages 105 and 106 show the results of these tests.
It will be noted that the GPA grouping based upon work done off this
campus has a linear relationship with each of the criteria used to
show overall success in the various fields.All correlations found
were positive and ranged from .364 to .692.It is perhaps surprising
that the lowest correlation occurred when the work done off the campus
was compared with that done in residence at Oregon State College.
Factors Present in Placement Test Data
1YPOMS1S 12:The American Council on Education psycholo
gical examination decile has no significant correlation with college
success.
ACE psychological examinations are given to all enteringTable 12A
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED 4ITH GRADE POINT AVERAGE GROUPINGS BASED ON TRANSFERRED CREDIT
Preliminary Computations
Transferred Credit Grade Point Average Group Number
one two three four five Total
No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave.
Over-all GPA grouping 142.286 672.507 593.119 353.629 154.333 1903.032
GPA grouping in total
major field courses 142.786 672.642 593.085 353.371 154.133 1903.042
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 142.143 672.448 592.814 353.714 154.400 1902.926
GPA grouping in total
social science 142.429 672.507 592.847 353.143 154.267 1902.863
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 111.727 591.932 542.611 323.219 144.286 1702.571
GPA grouping in total
physical science 142.000 672.269 593.000 354.000 154.067 1902.832
GPA grouping in total
biological science 112.455 512.529 432.814 253.600 84.000 1382.891
GPA grouping in total
work taken at Oregon
State College 142.786 672.910 593.119 353.514 154.200 1903.179106
Table 12B
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH
GRADE POINT AVERAGE GROUPINGS BASED ON TRANSFERRED CREDIT
Statistical Tests
Test of linearityTest of Hypothesis
F*
value
linear at
5% level
F* Significant
value 5% level
Corr.
Coeff.
Overall GPA grouping1.371 Yes 173.181 R Yes .692
GPA grouping in total
major field courses0.469 Yes 38.150 R Yes .412
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 1.874 Yes 86.878 R Yes .559
GPA grouping in total
social science 2.144 Yea 32.372 R Yes .380
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 1.566 Yes 106.022 R Yes .620
GPA grouping in total
physical science 0.669 Yes 83.135 R Yes .554
GPA grouping in total
biological science 1.498 Yes 35.689 R Yes .454
GPA grouping in total
work done at Oregon
State College 1.168 Yes 24.698 R Yes .364
* Minimum F value for significance in testof linearity is 2.60.
** Minimum F value for significance in testof hypothesis is 3.84.107
students at Oregon State College.This practice has not been followed
without exception during the past periods and for this reason a record
of the ACE decile was available in only two hundred seventy- -four of
the three hundred twenty six cases making up the sample.It will be
observed by reference to Table 13A, pages 108 and 109 that very few
students remain at graduation who upon entering were classed in the
lower deciles.Only 22.2 per cent of the sample were classified in
the lower deciles while 27 per cent were to be found in the tenth
decile alone.By comparing the bottom 30 per cent of this classif
ication with the top 30 per cent as was done in the case of the high
school decile it will be seen that 6.2 per cent of the sample are in
the lower bracket while 58.4 per cent are to be found in the top three
deciles.
Table 138, page 110 shows clearly that the correlations
between ACE deciles and college success are all much lower than the
corresponding correlations between the high school deciles and the
same set of criteria.In two of the seven instances these corre
lations are too low to be considered significant and in three addi
tional instances the relationships found were nonlinear; the Fvalues
determined by analysis of variance in the latter cases are sufficiently
large to indicate significance at the level employed but are still
relatively small.The correlations computed for the nonlinear
relationships are not to be considered as reliable.Accordingly, the
maximum reliable correlation coefficient shown for this set of data
is the positive .208 found between the ACE decile and the overallTable 13A
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED 4ITH THE AMERICN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION DECILE
Preliminary Computations
ACE Psychological Examination Deciles
one two three four five six
No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave.
Over-all GPA grouping 42.500 83.375 53.200 222.682 222.864 253.000
GPA grouping in total
major field courses 42.250 83.375 52.800 222.545 222.955 253.200
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 42.250 82.875 52.800 222.409- 222.773 252.720
GPA grouping in total
social science 42.750 83.125 52.600 222.682 223.182 252.830
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 41.500 82.500 42.000 2224182 222.650 212.000
GPA grouping in total
physical science 42.500 83.375 52.400 222.227 222.773 253.000
GPA grouping in total
biological science 42.250 62.833 53.000 182.444 152.733 162.813
(This table continued on following page.)Table 13A(Continued)
COLLEGE SUCCESS CWIPARED WITH THE AkER1CAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION ''SYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION DnCILE
Preliminary Computations
ACE Psychological Examination Deciles
Total seven eight nine ten
No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave.
Over-all GPA grouping 282.714 462.826 403.100 743.459 2743.051
GPA grouping in total
major field courses 282.929 462.975 402.900 743.203 2743.000
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 282.607 462.565 403.125 743.757 2743.000
GPA grouping in total
social science 282.929 462.650 403.100 743.257 2742.982
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 262.192 442.250 342.324 703.000 2532.458
GPA grouping in total
physical science 282.536 462.630 402.675 743.216 2742.814
GPA grouping in total
biological science 162.625 342.882 263.038 423.238 1822.890110
Table 13B
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH
THE AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION PSYCHOLOGICAL EXAMINATION DECILE
Statistical Tests
Test of LinearityTest of Hypothesis
Corr.
Coeff.
F*
value
linear at
5% level
F**
value
Significant
5% level
Overall GPA grouping0.515 Yes 12.115 R Yes .208
GPA grouping in total
major field courses1.083 Yes 2.734 R No .099
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 3.937 No 7.632 V Yes (.334)
GPA grouping in total
social science 1.349 Yes 3.554 R No .113
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 2.124 No 3.063 V Yes (.195)
GPA grouping in total
physical science 2.796 No 2.856 V Yes (.139)
GPA grouping in total
biological science 0.492 Yes 7,583 R Yes .204
Minimum F value for significance in
Minimum F value for significance in
sion functions Rs is 3.84.
Minimum F value for significance in
analysis of variances Vs is 1.88.
linearity test is 1.94.
test of hypothesis by regres
test of hypothesis byGRA grouping.
In view of this evidence it seems certain that insofar as
science majors are concerned the American Council on Education
psychological examination has little value as a predictive instrument
in terms of the college grades received in a four year undergraduate
curriculum in science at Oregon State College.However, in predicting
likelihood of graduation the ACE may be more useful than the high
school decile.The evidence of this sample is that an entering
student classified in high school decile one would have about one
chance in six of graduating as compared to a studentclassified in
decile ten, whereas a student classified in ACE decile onewould have
only one chance in eighteen as compared to a student in ACEdecile
ten.Thus the ACE appears to have a greater value in pointing out
poor college risks than in predictingcollege success.
The law correlations found are considerably belowothers
reported in the literature.Brown (15) found the T score of the ACE
to possess a correlation of .40 and .44 with various typesof subjects
offered in the college curriculum and taken by freshmenstudents;
Cochran (26) found a correlation of .43 by comparing the ACE scores
with freshman grades at George Peabody College; Cosand(27) reviewed
the literature on prognosis of college success in 1953 andreported
studies showing the ACE to correlate with college grades withcoef
ficients ranging from.29 to .55.112
HYPOTHESIS 13:The English placement test decile has no
significant correlation with college success.
An English placement test is given to all entering freshman
students at Oregon State College and a decile assigned for the pur-
pose of placing students in remedial English courses when indicated.
Of the original sample one hundred ninety -eight records contained in-
formation as to the assigned English decile.Table 14A, pages 113 and
114 shows that of this group 19.2 per cent were to be found in the
bottom three deciles and 44.4 per cent in the top three deciles.This
distribution compares closely with that of the high school decile.
Table 14B, page 115 makes clear that in general the relation-
ships between academic success and the English decile are non-linear
for in just two instances is a linear relationship evident.Although
this relationship is sufficient to be considered significant, in the
cases of five of the seven criteria, all but one of thecoefficients
of correlation are quite small.The exception is the GPA grouping in
total arts and letters which shows a positive correlation of .397.
From this evidence it appears that while the English decile may be
relatively useful in predicting success in arts and letters courses,
it is of little value for prediction in the other academic areas
tested.
Factors Resulting from Choice, of School and Major Curriculum
HYPOTHESIS 14:Equal degrees of success are shown byTable 14A
COLtEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH ENGLISH PLACEMENT TEST DECILE
Preliminary Computations
English Placement Test Deciles
one two three four five six
No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. NO.Ave.
Over-all GPA grouping 82.250 173.000 132.615 172.941 162.625 163.438
GPA grouping in total
major field courses 82.500 173.353 132.846 173.176 162.688 163.500
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 82.000 172.588 132.231 172.647 162.625 163.188
GPA grouping in total
social science 82.250 173.353 132.462 172.882 163.188 163.500
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 71.286 151.933 122.167 162.063 162.313 163.312
GPA grouping in total
physical science 82.125 172.588 132.462 172.824 162.375 163.375
GPA grouping in total
biological science 52.400 112.818 102.400 113.364 93.000 82.750
(This table continued on following page.)Table 14A(Continued)
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED aITH ENGLISH PLACEMENT TEST DECILE
Preliminary Computations
English Placement Test Deciles
Total seven eight nine ten
No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No. Ave.
Over-all GPA grouping 232.957 262.846 283.286 343.441 1983.035
GPA grouping in total
major field courses 232.913 262.538 283.036 343.294 1983.015
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 232.957 262.769 283.464 343.794 1982.995
GPA grouping in total
social science 232.913 262.731 282.893 343.324 1983.005
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 212.190 202.000 252.240 303.033 1782.416
GPA grouping in total
physical science 232.608 262.308 282.857 343.147 1982.727
GPA grouping in total
biological science 172.706 242.500 143.000 253.320 1342.866
E115
Table 14B
COIJJ.GE SUCCESS Ca1PARED WITH
ENGLISH PLACEMENT TEST DECILE
Statistical Tests
Test of LinearityTest of Hypothesis
Corr.
Coeff.
F*
value
linear at
5% level
F**
value
Significant
5% level
Overall GPA grouping3.505 No 3.746 V Yes (.160)
GPA grouping in total
major field courses2.046 No 1.820 V No (.011)
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 1.362 Yes 37.268 R Yes .397
GPA grouping in total
social science 2.127 No 2.025 V Yes (.076)
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 3.620 No 3.742 V Yes (.153)
GPA grouping in total
physical science 2.020 No 2.283 V Yes (.145)
GPA grouping in total
biological science 1.350 Yes 1.684 R No .111
* minimum F value for significance in linearity test is 1.94.
** Minimum F value for significance in test of hypothesis by means
of regression functions R, is 3.84.
** Minimum F value for significance in test of hypothesis by means
of analysis of variances V, is 1.88.116
students matriculating first at Oregon State College, first at some
other four-year institution of higher learning, first at a junior
college, and those who matriculated at more than one college prior to
coming to Oregon State College.
It seemed possible that students who had changed from one
institution to another in the course of completing requirements for
a baccalaureate degree might achieve at a different level than those
who entered Oregon State College and continued here to graduation.
In investigating this possibility four classifications were estab-
lished to include those who had matriculated and continued at Oregon
State College, those who had matriculated first at a junior college
and then transferred to Oregon State, those who had matriculated
first at some other four-year institution, and those who had matricu-
lated first at another institution and subsequently had attended one
or more additional schools prior to coming to Oregon State.In
addition to those taking all their college work at Oregon State
College the first classification included students in medicine and
dentistry who had matriculated and attended OSC at least three years
but who had completed their last year of work in residence at the
University of Oregon Medical or Dental Schools as the case might be.
Since the comparisons to be made here were qualitative
rather than quantitative, all tests of hypotheses were made by means
of analysis of variance and as shown in Tables 15A and 153 on pages
117 and 118 no significant differences in the achievement of these
four classifications were found.Apparently where the student firstTable 15A
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH INSTITUTION OF FIRST MATRICULATION
Preliminary Computations
First College Matriculation
Total
Oregon
State
College
Junior
College
4 Year
College
Not OSC
More Than
1 College
Prior OSC
No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave.
Over-all GPA grouping 1903.026 332.939 723.264 312.871 3263.058
GPA grouping in total
major field courses 1902.968 333.091 723.264 312.871 3263.052
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 1903.032 332.727 723.111 312.613 3262.979
GPA grouping in total
social science 1903.042 332.606 722.972 312.903 3262.972
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 1692.406 302.367 692.710 292.483 2972.481
GPA grouping in total
physical science 1902.716 332.727 723.083 312.903 3262.816
GPA grouping in total
biological science 1292.853 233.087 503.220 222.818 2242.955
5.7Table 15B
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED -0ITH
INSTITUTION OF FIRST MATRICULATION
Statistical Tests
318
Test of Hypothesis
F*Significant
value 5% level
Over-all GPA grouping 2.171 V No
GPA grouping in total
major field courses 1.463 V No
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 2.172 V No
GPA grouping in total
social science 1.474 V No
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 1.173 V No
GPA grouping in total
physical science 2.029 V No
GPA grouping in total
biological science 1.652 V No
* Minimum F value for significance is 2.60.119
matriculates is not a factor in achievement level based upon final
grades at graduation.
It may be of interest to note that 58.3 per cent of the
sample had matriculated first at Oregon State College, 10.1 per cent
at some junior college, 22.1 per cent at another fouryear college,
and 9.5 per cent had attended more than one college before coming to
OSC.
HYPOTHESIS 15:The number of changes between schools on
the Oregon State College campus has no significant correlation with
college success.
Many students find that for one reason or another they do
not wish or are unable to continue in the school in which they first
register upon matriculating.Changing from one school to another
suggests a lack of certainty as to future objectives and it appeared
that the number of changes between schools on this campus might be
reflected in the level of academic achievement reached by the student.
Accordingly, under this hypothesis, comparisons were made to determine
the relative achievement levels of students who entered the School of
Science at matriculation and remained there to graduate, those who
changed schools on this campus at least once, those who changed schools
twice, and those who had changed more than twice. The first clas
sification included students who had transferred from other insti
tutions to Oregon State College as well as beginning freshmen who
had entered the School of Science at the start of their college120
careers.No attempt was made to note changes between science cur
ricula within the School of Science.
Of the sample, 40.5 per cent had no record of transfer
between schools, 46.6 per cent had transferred once, 11.0 per cent
had transferred twice, and 1.8 per cent had transferred more than
twice.From Tables 16A and 16B, pages 121 and 122 the coefficients
of correlation found are shown to be relatively small but all are
negative.In two instances, GPA groupings in total mathematics and
in total biological science, the differences are found to besignifi
cant. In spite of the limited significance determined it isfelt that
the consistent appearance of negative coefficients warrants the con
clusion that other factors being the same, the student who is uncertain
in his first choice of major school is less likely to achieve as high
a level of success as one who is fortunateenough to make the correct
choice at the outset.Many factors other than this must, of course,
be given due consideration before any such conclusion is employedin
counseling students.
HYTTIESIS 161The type of science curriculum, whether it
be in a physical science or mathematics, in a biological science, or
in general science, is not a factor in college success.
As was discussed in Chapter I with reference to Table 3A,
page 23, 42 per cent of degreesgranted to science majors were degrees
in general science.Many women students major either in general
science or in some field of biology while high percentagesof veteran
students register in some field of physical science.Because of theseTable 16A
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH THE NUMBER OF GANGES BETWEEN SCHOOLS AT OREGON STATE COLLEGE
Preliminary Computations
Changes Between Schools at OSC
Total none one two above 2
No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave.
Over-all GPA grouping 1323.167 1522.980 363.056 62.500 3263.058
GPA grouping in total
major field courses 1323.129 1523.046 362.861 62.667 3263.052
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 1323.007 1522.974 362.944 62.667 3262.797
GPA grouping in total
social science 1323.061 1522.914 362.972 62.500 3262.972
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 1212.645 1362.412 342.323 61.667 2972.481
GPAgrouping in total
physical science 1322.871 1522.803 362.694 62.667 3262.816
GPA grouping in total
biological science 1003.150 922.783 272.852 52.800 2242.955122
Table 16B
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH
THE NUMBER OF CHANGES BETWEEN SCHOOLS AT OREGONSTkTE COLLEGE
Statistical Testa
Test of LinearityTest of Hypothesis
Corr.
Coeff.
F*
value
linear at
5% level
F**Significant
value 5% level
Over-all GPA grouping1.151 Yea 3.705 R No -.106
GPA grouping in total
major field courses0.178 Yes 1.796 R No -.074
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 0.114 Yes 0.363 R No -.033
GPA grouping in total
social science 0.458 Yes 1.624 R No -.070
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 0.391 Yes 5.363 R Yes -.134
GPA grouping in total
physical science 0.013 Yes 0.844 R No -.051
GPA grouping in total
biological science 0.775 Yes 4.525 R Yes -.141
* Minimum F value for significancein test of linearity is 3.00.
* Minimum F value for significance intest of hypothesis is 3.84.123
apparent variations in distribution as between the types of major
fields available, it was felt desirable to see whether there existed
significant differences in academic achievement between students
completing degree requirements for the various branches of science.
Due to the widely unequal numbers of graduates in the var
ious fields and because of the very limited numbers of graduates in
several of the biological sciences and in mathematics, it was felt
best not to attempt, with the sample employed, to find differences
between the ten degree curricula but rather to group them under three
general classifications of biology, general science, and physical
sciencemathematics.Comparisons of the GPA groupings shown in
Table 17A, page 124 indicate that in general the students graduating
in general science have the lowest mean GPA grouping.This is not
true in the criterion based on arts and letters in which the general
science majors exceed the other two groups, nor is it true with res
pect to mathematics in which the biology majors have the lowest mean
GPA grouping.It will be seen, however, that in overall GPA grouping
there is little difference between the biology and physical science
majors. In major field courses the biology majors exceeded both the
other groups.The general science majors were at a disadvantage in
this comparison as all science courses entered into their major
whereas in the other curricula only courses of the specified science
were taken into account.When all physical sciences were considered,
the majors in physical science had considerably higher GPA means than
either the biology or general science groups.Likewise, by comparison,Table 17A
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH TYPE OF MAJOR CURRICULUM
Preliminary Computations
Biology
General
Science
Phys. Sci.
and
Mathematics Total
No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave.
Over-all GPA grouping 563.125 1222.918 1483.142 3263.058
GPA grouping in total major field courses 563.500 1222.557 1483.284 3263.052
GPA grouping in total arts and letters 562.732 1223.066 1482.966 3262.979
GPA grouping in total social science 563.107 1222.877 1483.020 3262.972
GPA grouping in total mathematics 472.036 1022.359 1482.574 2972.481
GPA grouping in total physical science 562.661 1222.525 1483.176 3262.816
GPA grouping in total biological science 563.161 1092.798 593.051 2242.955
GPA grouping in total first-term major 563.232 1212.736 1473.565 3243.195
GPA grouping in total first -year major 563.464 1212.595 1473.585 3243.198Table 178
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED 4ITH
TYPE OF MAJOR CURRICULUM
Statistical Tests
Overall GPA grouping
GPA grouping in total major field courses
GPA grouping in total arts and letters
GPA grouping in total social science
GPA grouping in total mathematics
GPA grouping in total physical science
GPA grouping in total biological science
GPA grouping in firstterm major
GPA grouping in firstyear major
125
Test of Hypothesis
F*Significant
value 5% level
2.550 V No
24.518 V Yes
1.584 V No
0.952 V No
1.039 V No
10.538 V Yes
4.065 V Yes
14.858 V Yes
23.657 V Yes
* Minimum F value for significance in test of hypothesis is 3.00.126
when all biology courses were considered the biology majors didsome-
what better than either of the other groups. However, the physical
science majors did almost as well as the biology majors in the latter
comparison.In judging this evidence it should be kept in mind that
over the period with which this study is concerned a physical science
major who took biology courses did so primarily because of his own
interests whereas, by the requirements of established curricula in
biology, students majoring in the latter field were required to take
some mathematics and chemistry and in some cases, physics as well.
Since most students do not elect non-required courses in which they
lack interest or have experienced previous difficulty, the relatively
poor showing of biology majors in physical science courses as compared
to the rather good showing of physical science majors in biology may
very well be explained by the one being required and the other elect-
ive.
Comparisons made under this hypothesis were of a qualit-
ative nature and the analysis of variance was therefore employed
throughout to determine the significance of differences in mean GPA
grouping observed to occur in the sample between the three classif-
ications.Nine criteria were employed in making the tests.These
included the basic seven and in addition the GPA grouping based upon
grades received in first-term major courses and GPA grouping based
upon grades received in first -year major courses.It will be noted
by reference to Table 178, page 125 that significance is determined
with respect to GPA groupings in major field courses, in physical127
science courses, in biological science courses, in firstterm and
first--year major courses.However, in overall GPA grouping, in arts
and letters and in social science no significant differences were
determined in the success of students registered in the three general
classifications Previously stated.Both arts and letters and social
science are required to the same extent in all science curricula.
Factors Due toAzeof Students
HYPOTHESIS 17:The amount of time delayed between finishing
high school and matriculating at college has no significant correlat
ion with college success.
Two conflicting ideas exist with regard to the probable
success of students entering college immediately upon completion of
high school.One idea is to the effect that the younger student has
an advantage of recall of recently learned information likely to be
needed in college work and in addition a greater aptitude at the
learning process; those of this opinion advise entrance into college
immediately after graduating from high school.On the other hand
much of the difficulty experienced by college students is believed by
some to be the result of lack of maturity and incentive.Those who
hold to this view think the more mature student will be more succes
sful because of his superior judgement and because he is more likely
to attend college because of some real desire to accomplish a self
chosen objective.This hypothesis is designed to test whether there
is any significant difference in the college success of students who128
enter college after varying periods of delay following high school
graduation.
Table 184 page 129 shows that of the sample 71.5 per cent
entered within one year of high school graduation, 81.9 per cent
within two years, 96.3 per cent within five years and only 3.7 per
cent entered more than five years after completing high school.It
is of interest, but of little significance to note that in not one of
the basic criteria of success did those entering within one year after
graduation attain a mean GPA grouping greater than that achieved by
at least one of the remaining three classifications used.Table 188,
page 130 shows that tests of all the criteriaresulted in a finding
of linearity but that all correlations were below .10 and that in no
instance were the relationships found to be significant.Thus, the
evidence indicates that insofar as science majors at Oregon State
College are involved, information concerning the delay between high
school graduation and college matriculation is of no value in pre
dicting subsequent academic success as defined by the seven criteria
employed in this study.
HYPOTHESIS 18:Age at matriculation has no significant
correlation with college success.
The previous hypothesis is related to the present one
which concerns itself with the relationship between age at college
matriculation and academic success at graduation.Table 19A, page
131 presents the results of preliminary computations designed to
provide data for statistical tests based upon academic success.Table 18A
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH DELAY "BETWEEN HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION AND COLLEGE IMATRICULATION
Preliminary Computations
Years Delay Between High School arid College
0 to 1 1 to 2 2 to 5 above 5 Total
No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave.
Over-all GPA grouping 2333.009 343.353 473.128 122.917 3263.058
GPA grouping in total
major field courses 2332.970 343.500 473.064 123.000 3263.052
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 2332.957 343.029 473.064 123.167 3262.979
GPA grouping in total
social science 2333.000 343.294 472.702 122.667 3262.972
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 2082.462 322.531 462.522 112.545 2972.481
GPA grouping in total
physical science 2332.747 343.059 473.021 122.750 3262.816
GPA grouping in total
biological science 1712.889 213.286 273.074 53.000 2242.951130
Table 18B
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH
DELAY BETWEEN HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION AND COLLEGE MATRICULATION
Statistical Tests
Test of LinearityTest of Hypothesis
Corr.
Coeff
F*
value
linear at
5% level
F**
value
Significant
5% level
Overall GPA grouping2.235 Yes 0.683 R No .046
GPA grouping in total
major field courses1.780 Yes 0.535 R No .040
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 0.403 Yes 0.719 R No .047
GPA grouping in total
social science 2.235 Yes 2.207 R No .082
GPI grouping in total
mathematics 0.015 Yes 0.156 R No .023
GPA grouping in total
physical science 1.085 Yes 1.985 R No .078
GPA grouping in total
biological science 0.830 Yes 1.302 R No .076
* Minimum F value for significance in linearity test is 3.00.
** Minimum F value for significance in test of hypothesis is 3.84.Table 19A
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH AGE AT MATRICULATION
Preliminary Computations
Age in Years
Total below 18 18 to 22 above 22
No,Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave.
Over-all GPA grouping 643.085 2443.061 182.943 3263.058
GPA grouping in total major field courses 643.094 2443.061 182.778 3263.052
GPA grouping in total arts and letters 643.141 2442.922 183.167 3262.979
GPA, grouping in total social science 643.094 2442.947 182.889 3262.972
GPA grouping in total mathematics 572.611 2242.463 162.380 2972.481
GPA grouping in total physical science 642.800 2442.824 182.778 3262.816
GPA grouping in total biological science 462.935 1712.959 72.852 2242.955132
Table 19B
COTni;GE SUCCESS COMPARED 4ITH
AGE AT MATRICULATION
Statistical Tests
Test of LinearityTest of Hypothesis
Corr.
Coeff.
F*
value
linear at
5% level
F**
value
Significant
5% level
Overall GPA grouping0.479 Yes 0.218 R No .026
GPA grouping in total
major field courses0.722 Yes 0.678 R No .046
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 1.565 Yes 0.520 R No .040
GPA grouping in total
social science 0.074 Yes 0.911 R No .053
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 0.047 Yes 0.902 R No .055
GPA grouping in total
physical science 0.861 Yes 0.005 R No .004
GPA grouping in total
biological science 0.000 Yes 0.000 R No .000
* Minimum F value for significance in linearity test is 3.84.
** Ninimum F value for significance in test of hypothesis is 3.84.133
Again, of interest but of little significance, is the evi
dence that in four of the seven criteria students matriculating at
ages below eighteen years have higher mean GPA groupings than do those
in either of the remaining age classifications tested.The results
of statistical tests employed and tabulated in Table 19B, page 132
show linearity to exist in all comparisons made but the relationships
shown are not significant in the population.All correlations found
are well below .10 and with two exceptions they are negative.In
spite of their lack of significance the evidence that a negative
relationship, however small, exists between academic success and age
at matriculation tends to support findings made elsewhere that favor
the younger students as more likely to achieve college success.
HYPOT ISIS 19:Age at time of graduation from college has
no significant correlation with college success.
While age at graduation from college may be related to age
at matriculation in a general way it is not invariably so related for
it may be the result of either the age at matriculation, interruptions
in attendance at college, or both.This hypothesis, then, was
designed to demonstrate the existence of possible relationships between
age at college graduation and academic success asdefined by the seven
basic criteria.It must be admitted that the results of this analysis
could be of little value in prognosis except as they may provide an
additional test upon the relative importance of maturity of years in
the academic success achieved.Tables 20A and 20B, pages 134 and 135Table 20A
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH AGE AT GRADUMON
Preliminary Computations
Age in Years
Total 20- 24 25- 29 30- 34 above 34
No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave.
Over-all GPA grouping 2273.141 832.892 103.000 62.333 3263.058
GPA grouping in total
major field courses 2273.040 833.100 103.200 62.667 3263.052
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 2273.106 832.663 102.800 62.833 3262.979
GPA grouping in total
social science 2273.004 832.916 102.900 62.667 3262.972
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 2042.534 772.363 102.600 62.000 2972.481
GPA grouping in total
physical science 2272.824 832.771 103.000 62.833 3262.816
GPA grouping in total
biological science 1622.901 543.037 44.000 42.750 2242.955135
Table 20B
COLLEGE SUCCESS COV;PARED WITH
AGE AT GRADUATION
Statistical Tests
Test of LinearityTest of Hypothesis
Corr.
Coeff.
F*
value
linear at
c% level
F**
value
Significant
5% level
Over-all GPA grouping3.911 No 3.449 V Yes (-.087)
GPA grouping in total
major field courses0.510 Yes 0.003 R No .004
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 3.860 No 3.186 V Yes (-4,074)
GPA grouping in total
social science 0.321 Yes 0.247 R No -.027
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 0.453 Yes 1.300 R No -.067
GPA grouping in total
physical science 0.122 Yes 0.019 R No .008
GPA grouping in total
biological science 1.287 Yes 1.201 R No .073
* Minimum F value for significance in linearity test is 3.00.
**Minimum F value for significance in test of hypothesis made by
means of regression fLnction, (R), is 3.84.
Minimum F value for significance in test of hypothesis made by
means of analysis of variances(V), is 2.60.136
list the results of the tests made under this hypothesis.It isto
be noted again that all of the coefficients of correlation are found
to be well below .10; but because of the lack of linearity resulting
in comparisons between success and over-all GPA grouping and GPA
grouping in total arts and letters, these two factors are shown by
means of analysis of variance to have some significance.The cor-
relations shown in these two cases are, of course, not reliable be-
cause of the lack of demonstrated linearity.The negative value of
the very small coefficients is again in evidence with respect to four
of the seven criteria.In comparing these results with those found
under Hypothesis 18, it is to be noted that the two positive cor-
relations shown in the earlier analysis are also positive in this one.
Factors Supplied laFirst Year College, Grades
HYPOTHESIS 20:The first term grade point average grouping
has no significant correlation with subsequent academic success.
It would be helpful indeed if after a first term it were
possible to provide the student with a prediction as to his probable
college success.This would be especially useful in the cases of
those students whose high school records and placement tests provided
evidence of poor risk.Hypothesis 20 is designed to provide a means
of determining the existence or non-existence of significant relation-
ships between GPA grouping assigned on the basis of first-term grade
point average and GPA grouping assigned on the basis of grades earned137
in all work submitted for the undergraduate degree.In applying tests
to this hypothesis the usual seven basic criteria wereemployed plus
three additional criteria in GPA grouping in totalfirstyear grades,
GPA grouping in total firstterm major and GPAgrouping in total
firstyear major.
Tables 21A and 21B, pages 138, 139 and 140 show the results
of this analysis and indicate that a significant relationship does
exist between each of the success criteria employed andfirstterm
grades.The relationship between firstterm GPA grouping and GPA
grouping in total social science is nonlinear, and thehypothesis is
therefore tested in this case by means of analysis of variance.The
same condition exists with respect to GPA grouping intotal physical
science, and the correlation coefficients found with respect to these
two criteria are therefore open to question as to reliability. How
ever, outside the two stated exceptions, positive correlations rang
ing in value from .384 to .812 were found.This evidence indicates
that relTtive to other factors examined thus far, first.term grades
should be very useful instruments to employ in the prediction of the
subsequent academic success of science majors.This bears out
previous findings and underlines the conception that the best measure
of probable success is to be found in the record of previous accomplish
ment.As should be anticipated, the firstterm grade point average
has its greatest predictive value in predicting the gradepoint aver
age for the first year. The coefficientfound was .812.However,
in predicting the grade point average based on a fouryear curriculumTable 21A
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED KITH FIRST-TERM GRADE POINT AVERAGE GROUPING
Preliminary Computations
First-Term Grade Point Average Group Number
one two three four five Total
No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No. Ave., No.Ave. No.Ave.
Over-all GPA grouping 412.341 942.628 963.052 613.639 324.188 3243.062
GPA grouping in total
major field courses 412.463 942.660 963.000 613.475 324.125 3243.034
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 412.049 942.457 963.052 613.689 324.219 3242.988
GPA grouping in total
social science 412.756 942.521 962.896 613.393 323.969 3242.981
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 391.513 861.919 862.500 563.286 293.931 2962.490
GPA grouping in total
physical science 412.146 942.340 962.760 613.295 324.219 3242.806
GPA grouping in total
biological science 312.419 612.639 743.054 363.278 203.950 2222.968
(This table continued on following page.)
H
03Table 21A(Continued)
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH FIRST-TERM GRADE POINT AVERAGE GROUPING
Preliminary Computations
First-Term Grade Point Average Group Number
GPA grouping in total
one two three four five Total
No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. NO.Ave. No.Ave. No. Ave.
first-year grades 411.610 942.149 962.958 613.754 324.594 3242.864
GPA grouping in total
first-term major 411.927 942.692 963.104 614.115 324.719 3243.185
GPA grouping in total
first-year major 412.220 942.553 963.198 614.131 324.563 3243.198140
Table 215
COLLEGE SUCCESS COA°ARED WITH
FIRST TERM GRADE POINT AVERAGE GROUPING
Statistical Tests
Test of linearityTest of Hypothesis
Corr.
Goeff.
F*
value
linear at
5% level
F**Significant
value 5% level
Over all GPA grouping1.690 Yes 231.092 R Yes .645
GPA grouping in total
major field courses1.399 Yes 79.532 R Yes .444
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 0.701 Yes 166.898 R Yes .586
GPA groupidg in total
social science 4.174 No 15.082 V Yes (.355)
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 0.951 Yes 176.641 R Yes .613
GPA grouping in total
physical science 3.194 No 32.830 V Yes (.520)
GPA grouping in total
biological science 0.562 Yes 37.798 R Yes .384
GPA grouping in total
firstyear grades 1.406 Yes 625.352 R Yes .812
GPA grouping in
firstterm major 1.787 Yes 215.142 R Yes .631
GPA grouping in
firstyear major 1.771 Yes 166.131 R Yes .583
* hinimum F value for significance in test of linearity is2.60.
*gMinimum F value for significance in test of hypothesis by means
of regression function, Rs is 3.84.
** Minimum F value for significance in test of hypothesis by means
of analysis of variance, V, is 2.37.141
the coefficient is found to be .645.
HYPOTHESIS 21:The first year grade point average grouping
has no significant correlation with subsequent college success.
This hypothesis is set up and tested to determine the
possible existence of significant relationships between total grade
point averages based on firstyear work and the final academic sue
cess achieved at the end of four years.In addition to the seven
basic criteria the relationship between total firstterm grades and
the GPA grouping based on grades earned in firstyear major courses
is also shown in Tables 22A and 22B, pages 142 and 143.
There appears to be a considerably greater lack of linearity
in the relationships shown than was the case with respect to the
comparisons made with first -term grades.In fact the firstyear GPA
grouping is related linearly with only three of the eight criteria
employed for comparison.It is so related with GPA groupings in total
major field courses, arts and letters, and social science. According
ly, the relatively high correlations found in most cases where linear
ity was not present sholad be questioned as to reliability, but this
lack of reliability should not be interpreted as necessarily indi
cating overestimation.Neither should it be interpreted as meaning
that these factors are not valuable as predictors of success; the
only interpretation that should be given to the demonstrated lack of
linearity is that the value of the correlation coefficient should be
considered as open to question.
However, all coefficients of correlation determined underTable 22A
COLLEGE SUCCESS OW:PARED WITH THE FIRST-YEAR GRADE POINTAVERAGE GROUPING
Preliminary Computations
First-Year Grade Point Average Group Number
one two three four five Total
No. Ave. No.Ave. Edo . Ave. No. Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave.
Over-all GPA grouping 322.250 932.548 1073.028 663.697 264.423 3243.062
GPA grouping in total
major field courses 322.438 932.538 1072.991 663.606 264.269 3243.034
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 321.875 932.430 1073.028 663.652 264.538 3242.988
GPA grouping in total
social science 322.344 932.602 1072.935 663.470 264.077 3242.981
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 301.400 831.747 992.434 593.542 254.000 2962.490
GPA grouping in total
physical science 322.281 932.215 1072.645 663.591 264.231 3242.805
GPA grouping in total
biological science 232.478 602.467 833.024 403.275 164.500 2222.968
GPA grouping in total
first-year major 322.219 932.344 1073.252 664.106 264.923 3243.198143
Table 22B
COLLEGE SUCCEL:5 Ir211
FIRSTYEAR GRADE POINT AVERAGE GROUPING
Statistical Tests
Test of LinearityTest of Hypothesis
Corr. F*
value
linear at
5% level
FvA
value
Significant
5% level
Overall GPA grouping3.483 No 84.170 V Yes
,Coeff.
(.705)
GPA grouping in total
major field courses 2.300 Yes 105.110 R Yes .494
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 0.370 Yes 106.797 R Yes .502
GPA grouping in total
social science 0.895 Yes 66.648 R. Yes .414
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 3.791 No 68.129 V Yes (.681)
GPA grouping in total
physical science 10.451 No 58.266 V Yes (.604)
GPA grouping in total
biological science 3.913 No 17.506 V Yes (.451)
GPA grouping in
firstyear major 4.153 No 69.460 V Yes (.667)
* Minimum F value for significance in test of linearity is 2.60.
** Minimum F value for significance in test of hypothesis by means
of regression functions R, is 3.84.
** Minimum F value for significance in test of hypothesis by means
of analysis of variance, V, is 2.37.144
this hypothesis are positive and range between .414 and .705.On the
basis of this evidence it can safely be stated that firstyear grades
can be useful tools in predicting subsequent academic success.
Nevertheless, in some criteria the firstyear grades do not appear to
be as reliable as firstterm grades.
HYPOTGSIS 22:The grade point average grouping in first
term major subject has no significant correlation with subsequent
college success.
This hypothesis states that no significant correlation
exists between GPA grouping based on firstterm major subject and sub
sequent academic success as defined by the seven basic criteria plus
the GPA grouping in firstyear major and the GPA grouping in first
year total.Tables 23A and 23B, pages 145 and 146 list the findings.
The relationships found with each of the nine criteria
employed are linear relationships and the coefficients of correlation
range in value from .273 to .833.All correlations are positive and
significant at the 5 per cent level.The grade in firstterm major
is shown to have its greatest value as a predictive instrument in
predicting the firstyear major grade point average and total grade
point average in major courses for the entire undergraduate period.
It is not as useful in predicting success in terms of the other
criteria as is the firstterm grade point average.
HYPOTHESIS 23:The grade point average grouping in first
year major subject has no significantcorrelation with subsequentTable 23A
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH FIRST-TERM MAJOR SUBJECT GRADE POINT AVERAGE GROUPING
Preliminary Computations
First-Term Major Grade Point Average Group Number
one two three four five Total
No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No. Ave. No.Ave.
Over-all GPA grouping 292.276 672.656 1293.031 82.750 913.659 3243.062
GPA grouping in total
major field courses 291.931 672.388 1293.016 83.500 913.901 3243.034
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 292.310 672.627 1293.023 82.625 913.451 3242.988
GPA grouping in total
social science 292.655 672.597 1292.930 82.625 913.473 3242.981
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 281.643 612.098 1132.416 72.143 873.149 2962.490
GPA grouping in total
physical science 291.897 672.209 1292.682 83.000 913.692 3242.806
GPA grouping in total
biological science 212.095 512.470 2833.076 63.333 533.491 2222.968
GPA grouping in total
first-year grades 291.690 672.284 1292.814 83.125 913.714 3242.864
GPA grouping in total
first-year major 291.345 672.030 1293.140 83.625 914.692 3243.198i26
Table 23B
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH
FIRST-TERM MAJOR SUBJECT GRADE POINT AVERAGE GROUPING
Statistical Tests
Test of LinearityTest of Hypothesis
Corr.
Coeff.
F*
value
linear at
5% level
F**
value
Significant
5% level
Over-all GPA grouping0.487 Yes 29.839 R Yea .292
GPA grouping in total
major field courses0.024 Yes 246.866 R Yes .661
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 1.211 Yes 34.667 R Yes .307
GPA grouping in total
social science 1.262 Yes 26.558 R Yes .273
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 0.816 Yes 65.750 R Yes .395
GPA grouping in total
physical science 0.399 Yes 137.809 R Yes .544
GPA grouping in total
biological science 1.346 Yes 41.773 R Yes .398
GPA grouping in total
first-year grades 0.264 Yes 128.432 R Yes .575
GPA grouping in
first-year major 2.330 Yes 738.994 R Yes .833
* Minimum F value for significance in test of linearity is 2.60.
** Minimum F value for significance in test of hypothesis is 3.84.147
college success.
One's thinking might follow the familiar pattern suggested
by an old saying to the effect that if a little of something is goods
more of it must be better, in arriving at the conclusion that if the
grade in firstterm major subjects is valuable in predicting subse
quent academic success, the grades received in firstyear major sub
jects should be even more valuable.
It is the object of this hypothesis to test this possibility.
The results are tabulated in Tables 24A and 24B, pages 148 and 149.
Evidently this is one place where the old saying just
referred to stands up under examination, for the correlations obtained
on the basis of linear relationships are consistently higher than
those obtained on the basis of firstterm major grades.They range
in value from .300 to .693 and compared criterion by criterion with
firstterm major coefficients are in every case found to be greater.
HYPOTHESIS 24:The English composition grade point average
grouping has no significant correlation with college success.
Tables 25A and 25B, pages 150 and 151 list the results of
computations and tests made under this hypothesis which refers to
relationships between English composition grades and fouryear academic
achievement.It is evident that compared to firstterm grades the
grade in English composition is not as valuable in prognosis with the
one exception in the area of arts and letters.However, all corre
lations found were positive and the relationships are linear with theTable 24A
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH FIRST-YEAR MAJOR SUBJECT GRADE POINT AVERAGE GROUPING
Preliminary Computations
First-Year Major Grade Point Average Group Number
one two three four five Total
No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No. Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave.
Over-all GPA grouping 352.229 682.662 932.925 543.370 743.797 3243.062
GPA grouping in total
major field courses 351.629 682.368 933.000 543.556 744.014 3243.034
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 352.257 682.750 932.935 543.167 743.500 3242.988
GPA grouping in total
social science 352.543 682.662 932.849 543.167 743.514 3242.981
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 301.400 632.063 832.289 502.920 703.271 2962.490
GPA grouping in total
physical science 351.800 682.191 932.602 543.204 743.838 3242.806
GPA grouping in total
biological science 261.962 482.583 702.971 393.256 393.718 2222.968tj149
Table 24B
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH
FIRST-YEAR MAJOR SUBJECT GRADE POINT AVERAGE GROUPING
Statistical Tests
Test of LinearityTest of Hypothesis
Corr.
Coeff.
F*
value
linear at
5% level
F**
value
Significant
5% level
Overall GPA grouping0.500 Yea 170.228 R Yes .589
GPA grouping in total
major field courses0.926 Yea 296.242 R Yes .693
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 0.357 Yes 37.322 R Yes .323
GPA grouping in total
social science 0.448 Yes 31.701 R Yes .300
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 0.587 Yes 89.047 R Yes .4834
CPA grouping in total
physical science 1.453 Yes 193.109 R Yes .611
GPA grouping in total
biological science 0.423 Yes 62.303 R Yes .471
* Minimum F value for significance in test of linearity is 2.60.
** Minimum F value for significance in test of hypothesis is 3.84.Table 25A
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED WITH ENGLISH COMPOSITION GRADE POINT AVERAGE GROUPING
Preliminary Computation
English Composition Grade Point Average Group Number
one two three four five Total
No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave. No.Ave.
Over-all GPA grouping 402.600 1202.725 1033.126 273.889 333.970 3233.062
GPA grouping in total
major field courses 402.675 1202.875 1032.981 273.889 333.697 3233.053
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 401.750 1202.533 1033.262 274.000 334.424 3232.985
GPA grouping in total
social science 402.350 1202.700 1033.078 273.778 333.727 3232.972
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 361.972 1092.037 942.649 263.423 303.500 2952.495
GPA grouping in total
physical science 402.500 1202.500 1032.845 273.333 333.670 3232.802
GPA grouping in total
biological science 272.407 842.786 692.942 183.722 243.833 2222.968151
Table 25B
COLLEGE SUCCESS COMPARED tITH
Ei4GLISH GOMPOSITTON GRADE POINT AVERAGE GA0UPING
Statistical Tests
Test of LinearityTest of Hypothesis
Corr.
Coeff.
F*
value
linear at
5% level
F**
value
Significant
5% level
Overall GPA grouping3.302 No 32.833 V Yes (.520)
CPA grouping in total
major field courses2.973 No 10.706 V Yes (.307)
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters 0.333 Yes 271.092 R Yes .678
GPA grouping in total
social science 0.956 Yes 54.834 R Yes .382
GPA grouping in total
mathematics 2.273 Yes 74.645 R Yes .448
GPA grouping in total
physical science 1.384 Yes 41.189 R Yes .337
GPA grouping in total
biological science 1.069 Yes 36.990 R Yes .379
* Minimum F value for significance in test of linearity is 2.60.
**Minimum F value for significance in test of hypothesis by means
of regression function, R, is 3.84.
** Minimum F value for significance in test of hypothesis by means
of analysis of variance, V, is 2.37.152
exception of two, so that reliable coefficients of correlation were
determined ranging from .337 to .678.As should be expected the high
est correlation is found in comparison with arts and letters.
Summary
This study appears to reveal that those factors resulting
from the locations of the high schools from which the students grad
uated had very little bearing upon the college success of students
who survive and graduate in science curricula at Oregon State College.
From Table 26, page 153 it is evident that graduates of Oregon high
schools and those from outofstate perform at about the same level
when judged by the criteria employed.An exception was noted in the
field of physical science in which the outofstate high school
graduates showed a slight superiority.
The size of the city in which the high school of graduation
was located was shown to be of significance when the criteriaof suc
cess was based upon major field courses, social science,physical
science and biological science.The correlations determined were
below .20 and in favor of the smaller cities.
Table 27, page 154 summarizes the comparisons made with
respect to women students, veteran men students, and nonveteran men.
It will be seen that the three classifications differedsignificantly
in mean high school docile and in mean ACEdocile.The women had
superior high school grades and the veteran menachieved the highest153
Table 26
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS ON FACTORS
RESULTING FROM LOCATION OF HIGH SCHOOL FROM itHICH GRADUATED
Oregon High School
Graduates Size of City
vs in which
Out-of-State High School
Graduates Located
Signif. Signif.Corr.
5% 5% Coeff.
level level
Over-all GPA grouping No No .033
GPA grouping in total
major field courses No Yes ,,.170
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters No No .045
GPA grouping in total
social science No Yes -.132
GPA grouping in total
mathematics No No -.050
GPA grouping in total
physical science Yes Yes -.118
GPA grouping in total
biological science No Yes ( -.179)154
Table 27
SUMUARY OF FINDINGS ON DIFFERENCES
IN DECILE RANKING AND COLLEGE SUCCESS
OF WOMEN, VETERANS AND NON-VETERAN STUDENTS
Status of
Students
Signif,
5%
Decile Rankin level
High school decile Yes
ACE psychological examination decile Yes
English placement test decile No
Success Criteria
Over-all GPA grouping Yes
GPA grouping in total major field courses No
GPA grouping in total arts and letters Yes
GPA grouping in total social science No
GPA grouping in total mathematics No
GPA grouping in total physical science No
GPA grouping in total biological science Yes155
mean ACE decile rank.The comparisons of the three classifications
on the basis of success criteria showed the differences to be sig-
nificant in over-all GPA grouping, in arts and letters, and in
biological science. Women students were shown to be slightly superior
in each of these instances.
In considering elements of the high school curriculum as
factors the number of high school mathematics units earned were shown
to have positive and significant relationships with success in college
arts and letters and college physical science, with correlations of
.)43 and .149 respectively.The number of high school science units
were found to have no significance with college success in any
criterion, but the number of units of high school foreign language
did show significance with arts and letters and with biological
sciences by producing correlations of .148 and .161 respectively.
Very small but non- significant negative correlations were determined
to exist between the number of high school mathematics units and col-
lege biological science.This was true as well in the three cases in
which the high school foreign language was compared to the GPA group.
ings in total major field courses, social science and physical science.
A summary of these results is to be found in Table 28, page 156.
Table 29, page 157 summarizes the results of tests made
concerning factors present in grades earned prior to matriculation
at Oregon State College or at other institutions in the interval
between matriculation and graduation at OSC.Evidently the high
school decile which is based upon total high school grades is aTable 28
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS ON FACTORS
DUE TO HIGH SCHOOL CURRICULA
Number of High SchoolUnits
156
Mathematics Science Foreign Language
Signif.
5% Corr.
levelCoeff.
Signif.
5% Corr.
levelCoeff.
Signif.
5% Corr.
levelCoeff.
Overall GPA groupingNo .060 No .007 No .002
GPA grouping in total
major field coursesNo .002 No .017 No4060
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters Yes .148 No .053 Yes .148
GPA grouping in total
social science No .018 No .036 No.052
GPA grouping in total
mathematics No .071 No .037 No .086
GPA grouping in total
physical science Yes .149 No .037 No.003
GPA grouping in total
biological science No.035 No .005 Yes .161157
Table 29
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS ON FACTORS
PRESENT IN GRADES evEVIOUSLY BABIED
High School
Decile
Transfer
Grades
Signif.
5% Corr,
levelCoeff.
Signif.
5%
level
Corr.
Coeff.
Overall GPA grouping Yes .402 Yes .692
GPA grouping in total
major field courses Yes .252 Yes .412
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters Yes .415 Yes .559
GPA grouping in total
social science Yes .343 Yes .380
GPA grouping in total
mathematics Yes .267 Yes .620
GPA grouping in total
physical science Yes .333 Yes .554
GPA grouping in total
biological science Yes .343 Yes .454
GPA grouping in total
work taken at Oregon
State College Yes .364158
relatively good predictor of college success in any of the criteria,
for it was shown to be significantly and positively correlated with
every one.It was found to have a maximum correlation of .415 with
success in arts and letters and a minimumcorrelation of .252 with
total major field courses.Grades earned at other institutions of
higher learning were shown to be better predictors of every success
criteria than was the high school docile.Grades earned in transfer
credit were shown to have a maximum correlation of .692 with over-
all GPA grouping and a minimum correlation of .380 with social science.
It is of interest to note that a correlation of .364 was determined
between the grades earned on transfer credit and the grades earned on
work done in residence at Oregon State College.
Table 30, page 159 provides a summary of findings on factors
present in placement test deciles.The decile assigned on the basis
of ACE psychological examination scores is shown to besignificant
with respect to over-all GPA grouping, arts and letters,mathematics,
physical science and biological science, while the Englishplacement
decile is significant with respect to over-all GPA groupingand GPA
groupings in total arts and letters, social science,mathematics and
physical science.With the exception of the English placement decile
which correlated with success in arts and letters to the valueof
.397, the coefficients determined are small and manyof them are
unreliable because of the lack of linearity existing inthe relation-
ships found.Apparently, neither of these factors are of great value
in determining college success as defined by thecriteria used here.Table 30
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS ON FACTORS
PRESENT IN PLACEMENT TEST DECILES
DecileRanking
159
ACE
Psychological
Examination
Signif.
English
Placement
Examination
Signif.
5%
level
Corr.
Coeff.
5%
level
Corr.
Coeff.
Overall GPA grouping Yes .208 Yes (.160)
GPA grouping in total
major field courses No .099 No (.011)
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters Yes (.334) Yes .397
GPA grouping in total
social science No .113 Yes (.076)
GPA grouping in total
mathematics Yes (.195) Yes(.153)
GPA grouping in total
physical science Yes (.139) Yes (.145)
GPA grouping in total
biological science Yes .204 No .111160
Reference to Table 31, page 161 which consolidates the
findings on factors resulting from students' choices of schools and
major curricula will show that whether a student first matriculated
at a junior college, at some other four-year college or at Oregon
State College is unimportant in terms of his final success in any of
the basic criteria.The number of dhanges a student makes between
schools on the Oregon State College campus was generally not signifi-
cant but had limited significance with success in mathematics and in
biology.The one element of importance with respect to the factor
resulting from changing major schools is the consistent finding of
negative coefficients which suggests that the students making the
greatest number of changes are more likely to achieve at a lower level
than those who make "good" choices of major at the outset.
Comparison of the relative success of those completing
curricula classified under three headings as biological science,
general science and physical science-mathematics shows that a signifi-
cant difference exists between these classifications in success in
major field courses, in physical science, biological science, first-
term major subject and first-year major subject.In all cases in
which significant differences were fond the general science clas-
sification showed the least success and there appeared to be little
difference between the other two classifications except with respect
to the criteria of success in physical science which showed the
physical science-mathematics classification to be considerably super-
ior to either the biology or general science classifications.On161
Table 31
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS ON FACTORS
RESULTING FROM CHOICE OF SCHOOL AND MAJOR CURRICULUM
Type School School Changes Type Major
First at Curriculum
Matriculation Oregon State Completed
Signif. Signif. Signif.
5%
level
5%
level
Corr.
Coeff.
5%
level
Overall GPA grouping No No.106 No
GPA grouping in total
field courses No No.074 Yes
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters No No .033 No
GPA grouping in total
social science No No.070 No
GPA grouping in total
mathematics No Yes.134 No
GPA grouping in total
Physical science No No.051 Yes
GPA grouping in total
biological science No Yes.141 Yes
GPA grouping in total
firstterm major Yes
GPA grouping in total
firstyear major Yes162
the other hand the physical science-mathematics majors who elected to
take some biology earned almost as good grades as did the biology
majors themselves.As might have been anticipated, all instances of
significance were shown to be in relation to criteria having some bear-
ing upon the major field chosen and no significance is shown to exist
with respect to criteria common to all three classifications.
Table 32, page 163 deals with the findings on factors due
to the age of students.No significance with success was found to
be associated with delay between high school graduation and college
matriculation whether it was for less than one year, one to two
years, two to five years, or more than five years.
The same lack of significance was determined for age at
matriculation when classified as below 18 years, 18 to 22 years, and
above 22 years.However, with five of the seven criteria age at
matriculation produced negative, if small, coefficients and thus in-
dicated a slight advantage in favor of the younger groups.Several
negative coefficients were also evident in the tests made relative
to age at graduation and among these are two indicated to be sig-
nificant; these are over-all GPA grouping and GPA grouping in total
arts and letters.
That "nothing predicts success like past performance" is
evident in Table 33, page 164 which provides a summary of the find-
ings on factors supplied by the success shown during the first year
of college.It will be noted that in every test applied with respect
to first-term and first-year total grades and again with respect toTable 32
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS ON FACTORS
DUE TO AGE OF STUDENTS
Delay
High School
To College
Signif.
Age at
Matriculation
Signif.
163
Age at
Graduation
Signif.
5%
level
Corr.
Coeff.
5%
level
Corr.
Coeff.
5%
level
Corr.
Coeff.
Overall GPA grouping No .046 No .026 Yes( .087)
GPA grouping in total
major field courses No .040 No .046 No .004
GPA grouping in total
arts and letters No .047 No.040 Yes(.074)
GPA grouping in total
social science No .082 No.053 No.027
GPA grouping in total
mathematics No .023 No .055 No.067
GPA grouping in total
physical science .078 No .004 No .008
GPA grouping in total
biological science No .076 No .000 No .073Table 33
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS ON FACTORS SUPPLIED BY FIRST-YEAR COLLEGE SUCCESS
Grade Point Average Grouping
First-Term
Total
Signif.
5% Corr.
levelCoeff.
Over-all GPA grouping Yes
First -Year
Total
Signif.
5% Corr.
levelCoeff.
.645 Yes (.705)
GPA grouping in total
major field courses Yes .444
GPA grouping in total
arta and letters Yes .586
Yes .494
Yes .502
GPA grouping in total
social science Yes (.355) Yee
GPA grouping in total
mathematics Yes .613
.414
Yes .681
GPA grouping in total
physical science Yes (.520) Yes (.604)
GPA grouping in total
biological science Yes (.384)
GPA grouping in first-term total
GPA grouping in first-year total
GPA grouping in first-term major
Yes( .451)
Yes .812
First-Term
Major
First-/ear
Major
English
Composition
Signif.
5% Corr.
levelCoeff.
Signif.
5%
level
Corr.
Coeff.
Signif.
5%
level
Corr.
Coeff.
Yes .292 Yes .589 Yea( .520)
Yes .661 Yea .693 Yes (.307)
Yes .307 Yes .323 Yes .678
Yes .273 Yes .300 Yes .382
Yes .395 Yes .484 Yes .448
Yes .544 Yes y611 Yes .337
Yes .398 Yes .471 Yes .379
Yes .631 Yes .583
Yes .575 Yes ( .667)
Yes .833165
first-term and first-year grades in major subject, the relationships
with success were shown to be positive and significant.The coef-
ficients found range from .833 when first-term major grades are
compared with first-year major grades to a minimum of .273 when first-
term major grades are compared with the GPA grouping in total social
science.It is, perhaps, of interest to note that the relationships
found were linear relationships about 50 per cent of the time for the
factors of first-term and first-year total grades while the first-term
major grade had a linear relationship with all nine of the criteria
tested; first-year major was linear with nine of the ten criteria
tested and English composition was shown to be non - linear in tests
with two of the seven criteria tested.166
IV SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
SUMARY
In this study twenty-one factors were tested for possible
significant relationships with college success as defined by seven
basic criteria.The criteria appearing immediately below were applied
to the total college record of science majors graduating from Oregon
State College during the twenty -one year period, 1933 to 1953 in-
clusive.The seven basic criteria weret
Over-all grade point average grouping
Grade point average grouping in total major field courses
Grade point average grouping in total arts and letters
Grade point average grouping in total social science
Grade point average grouping in total mathematics
Grade point average grouping in total physical, science
Grade point average grouping in total biological science
Of these twenty-one factors, one concerned itself not only
with the criteria of success but attempted as well to determine
whether significant differences in high school, ACE, and English
placement deciles existed between groups classified according to
sex, veteran or non-veteran status.The results indicated that the
women have significantly better high school grades than the men, that
the veterans achieve scores placing them in significantly higher ACE
deciles than either of the remaining groups and that no significant167
difference existed relative to the English placement deciles.
Among the factors are four of an entirely qualitative nature.
These are:
a)whether the high school from which the student graduated
was in Oregon or located out-of-states
b)the sex, veteran or non-veteran status of the student,
c)whether the first matriculation in an institution of
higher learning was at Oregon State College, at some
other four-year college or university or at a junior
college.
d)the type of major curriculum completed when classified
as biological science, general science, or physical
science-mathematics.
While an occasional significance was indicated in testing
these factors the over -all picture is to the effect that they can
offer little as predictors of college success.
The same comment might be made with regard to nine of the
remaining seventeen factors, all of which provide quantitative com-
-parisons.The nine in question include:the size of the city in
which the high school from which the student graduated was located;
the number of mathematics, science, and foreign language units
earned in high school; the ACE decile assigned when matriculating at
Oregon State College; the number of changes made between schools
while enrolled at Oregon State College; the factors related to the
age of the student which include the number of years delay between168
high school graduation and college matriculation,the age at matri-
culation and the age at graduation. Thecorrelations found in testing
these factors are either quite small orunreliable and very rarely
was any significance indicated.
This leaves eight factors to be accountedfor in the fol-
lowing mannersthey are listed below in the order of determinedvalue
of coefficients.Those with large but unreliable coefficients are
placed at the ends of the lists but this isnot to be interpreted as
indicating their inferiority as predictive instruments.In making
this tabular arrangement coefficients with valuesless than .250
have been omitted.
A.Over-all
Criteria
Correlation
Coefficient
grade point average
1.Grades on transferred credit .692
2.First.term grades .645
3.First-year grades in major .589
4.High school decile .402
5.First-term grades in major .292
6.English composition grades (.520)
B.Grade point average in total majorsubject
1. First-year grades in major .693
2.First-term grades in major .661
3.First-year grades in total .494169
4.Firstterm grades .444
5.Grades on transferred credit .412
6.High school decile .252
7.English composition grades (.307)
C.Grade point average in total arts and letters
1.English composition grades .678
2.Firstterm grades .586
3.Grades in transferred credit .559
4.Firstyear total grades .502
5.High school decile .415
6.English placement decile .397
7.Firstyear grades in major subject .323
8.Firstterm grades in major subject .307
D.Grade point average in social science
1.Firstyear total grades .414
2.English composition grades .382
3.Grades in transferred credit .380
4.High school decile .343
5.First year grades in major subject .300
6.Firstterm grades in major subject .273
7.Firstterm grades (.355)170
E.Grade point average in mathematics
1.Grades in transferred credit .620
2.First-term grades .613
3.First-year grades in major subject .484
4.English composition grades .448
5.First-term grades in major subject .395
6.High school decile .267
7.First-year grades (.681)
F.Grade point average in physical science
1.First-year grades in major subject .611
2.Grades in transferred credit .554
3.First-term grades in major subject .544
4.English composition grades .337
5.High school decile .333
6.First-year grades (.604)
7.First-term grades (.520)
G.Grade point average in total biological science
1.First-year grades in major subject .471
2.Grades in transferred credit .454
3.First. -term grades in major subject .398
4.English composition grades .379
5.High school decile .343
6.Firstyear grades (.451)171
7. Firstterm grades (.384)
H.First year total grades
1.Firstterm grades
2.Firstterm grades in major subject
I.First year grades in major subject
1.First -term grades in major subject
2. Firstterm grades
.812
.575
.833
.583
The correlation between firstterm grades and firstterm
grades in major subject was found to be .631 while the coefficient
found in correlating first year total grades with firstyear major
grades was (.667).
CONCLUSIONS
It appears that the best available single predictor of
college success available at the time a student first matriculates
is the high school decile.However, if the matriculating student is
a transfer student with an academic record of work accomplished at
another institution of higher learning the grades earned at the first
institution, or institutions as the case may be, serve as better
predictors than the high school record.The previous college record
will serve best to predict subsequent college success in the cases172
of students who have been enrolled for one or more terms.
It should be noted that English composition grades, which
at Oregon State College are usually earned during the freshman year,
are relatively good predictors even in fields such as mathematics,
physical and biological science.
It is further concluded that in counseling students no
single criterion should be considered in oredicting the success of
all students. All factors available should be given careful con
sideration and it should be kept in mind that even the most reliable
predictors determined by results with group data may be completely
unreliable with respect to any individual student.It should be
remembered at all times that the variables related to success are
most complex and often difficult to determine; that the criteria of
success are themselves very unreliable, and that under the most ideal
circumstances the predictive efficiency of the best single predictors
rarely exceeds 30 per cent.
RECOMMENDATIONS
1.It is recommended that admission to the various
curricula offered by the School of Science be based on no single
requirement, whether it be defined in a specified high school cur.
riculum, in a set minimum high school decile, ACE decile, English
placement or mathematics placement decile.
2.Insofar as is practicable in consideration of the173
maximum efficient utilization of staff and plant facilities it is
recommended that all students graduating from a standard high school,
regardless of the curriculum followed or the grades earned, be per
mitted to enter the School of Science.However, the student should
be provided with all available information concerning the probability
of his success or failure as indicated by predictive factors that can
be applied in his individual case.
3. When practical considerations make it necessary to limit
enrollments, let the first emphasis be placed troon an increased level
of achievement required to remain in school, rather than upon selec
tive admissions.This recommendation is based upon the conclusion
reached in this study that the early college record will serve best
to predict subsequent college success in the cases of students who
have been enrolled for one or more terms.
4. When selective admission policies must be brought to
apply let them be based upon multiple factors to the extent that no
single factor, other than sufficient mental and moral capacity to
benefit by attending college without harm to others, be permitted to
operate in denying any high school graduate the opportunity to obtain
a college education at Oregon State College.Let such factors in,
elude not only academic records but placement test scores and personal
factors such as recommendations from high school principals and staff
concerning the applicant and the likely benefit he will reap if
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ExhibitIII
Numerical Code Employed
SectionI
Age at College
Graduation Academic MaJor
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1Male 5below 20 yrs 7Bacteriology
2Female 552024 77Botany
5625 29 " 78Chemistry
63034 79Entomology
Military Status 66above 34" 70General Science
8Geology
3Veteran 88Mathematics
33 Nonveteran ':Marital Status at 89Natural
College Graduation Resources
80Physics
4Married 9Zoology
44Unmarried
SectionII
State in Which
High School Located
Size of High School
Age at High School
Graduation
1Oregon
11.Washington
2California
7below 15 yrs
771517 "
81820
22Others 5less than 200 88above 20"
55200500
65001000
Size of City in Which 66above 1000 Number of High
High School Located Schools Attended
3less than 10,000 9one only
3310,000 to 50,000 99two
450,000 to 200,000 0three
44above 200,000 00more than threeUnits in High
School English
1 less than 2
1123
234
22more than 4
Units in High
School Mathematics
ExhibitIII (Continued)
Numerical Code Employed
Section III
Units in High School
Foreign Language
5none
55no more than 1
6no more than 2
66 more than 2
Units in High
School Science
7less than 1
7712
82 3
88more than 3
Kind of Science
Included
3less than 1 9physics
331 -2 99chemistry
423 999both
44more than 3 0biology
Section IV
Data Determined When Entering Oregon State College
Decile ACE HS English
1 1 4 7
2 11 44 77
3 112 445 778
4 122 455 788
5 123 456 789
6 22 55 88
7 223 556 889
8 23 56 89
9 233 566 899
10 33 66 99
Unknown 0 00 000
177College
First Attended
1Oregon State
11junior college
2 4 year college
other than OSC
22more than one
college prior
OSC
Years Attended
3less than 1
331 to 2
42 to 3
44 more than 3
ExhibitIII (Continued) 178
Numerical Code Employed
SectionV
Matriculation Age
5below 18 yrs
5518 to 22"
623 to 27
66 over 27 "
Years Elapsed
Between High School
And College
7less than 1
771 to 2
82 to 5
88more than 5
Transferred Schools
At Oregon State
9not at all
99once
0twice
00more than twice
Section VI
Summary of Cumulative Grade Point Averages
Grade Point
Averages Total Transfer OSC 1st Year 1st Term
below2.00 111 333 555 777 999
2.002.50 1 3 5 7 9
2.513.00 11 33 55 77 99
3.013.50 2 4 6 8 0
3.514.00 22 44 66 88 00
Section VII
Summary of Grade Point Averages in Major and in English Composition
Grade Point Major
Averages 1st Term 1st Year Total Eng. Comp.
below2.00 111 333 555 777
2.002.50 1 3 5 7
2.513.00 33 55 77
3.013.51 2 4 6 8
3.514.00 22 44 66 88179
ExhibitIII (Continued)
Numerical Code Employed
Section VIII
Summary of Transfer Grade Point Averages
Grade Point
Averages
Arts &
Letters
Social
Science
Mathe
matics
Physical
Science
Biological
Science
below2.00 111 333 555 777 999
2.00. 2.50 1 3 5 7 9
2.513.00 11 33 55 77 99
3.013.50 2 4 6 8 0
3.514.00 22 44 66 88 00
Summary of Oregon
Section IX
State College Grade Point Averages
Grade Point Arts & Social Mathe PhysicalBiological
Averages Letters Science matics Science Science
below2.00 111 333 555 777 999
2.002.50 1 3 5 7 9
2.513.00 11 33 55 77 99
3.013.50 2 4 6 8 0
3.514.00 22 44 66 88 00
Section X
Summary of Total Grade Point Averages
Grade Point Arts & Social Mathe PhysicalBiological
Averages Letters Science matics Science Science
below2.00 111 333 555 777 999
2.002.50 1 3 5 7 9
2.51 . 3.00 11 33 55 77 99
3.013.50 2 4 6 8 0
3.514.00 22 44 66 88 00Exhibit IV
Tabular Record of Data
Comparison: Total Cases:
180
Factors
Below
2.00
2.00
2.50
'2.51
3.00
3.01..
3.50
3.51
4.00Total
1st Term Total
1st Year Total
English Composition
Final Major
1st Term Major
1st Year Major
Transfer Total
Arts & Letters
Social Science
Mathematics
Physical Science
Biological Science
Oregon State Total
Arts & Letters
Social Science
Mathematics
Physical Science
Biological Science
Combined Total
Arts & Letters
Social Science
Mathematics
Physical ScienceExhibit Va
Computation Form A
Comrison:
181
Groups
Grades
1
2
3
4
5
T GT
N fN
T2
T2/N
X2
Preli o
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Source of
Variation
Total of
Squares
No. of
Items
Squared
Observat,
ions per
sq. item
Total of
Squares Per
Observation
(2) / (4)
Sum of
Squares
(5) Cor
rection
Correction
lroup
,
Individual [ExhibitVb
Computation Form B
Come=son:
182
Y 3. 2 3 4 5
2
Y
N
T GT
1. NY
2.(...NY)
2
3.(fily)2
2
4. ANY
5.s.S.x (4-3)
Regression S.S. (SP)2
88x
r
2
Regression S.S.
Total S.S.
1. (GT)(21NY)
2.(GT)MY)
1.N
3.lETY
4. SP (3-2)
5.
(sp)2
r
Analysis of Variance and Regression Tests
Variation
due to
Sum of
Squares
Degrees
of
Freedom
Mean
Square F Remarks
Groups
Error
Total
Regression
Deviation183
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